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Tiivistelmä

Tämä tutkimus on osa TEKES:in Elektroninen Painoviestintä 1995 - 1999 - 

Liiketoiminta seuranta -projektia. Tutkimuksessa tarkastellaan kuinka elektronisen 

painoviestinnän ominaisuudet soveltuvat suoramarkkinoinnin tarkoituksiin.

Tutkimusongelma

Aikaisempi elektroniseen painoviestintään liittyvä tutkimus on ollut 

teknologiapainotteista eikä elektronisen painamisen ja julkaisemisen soveltuvuutta 

suoramarkkinoinnin osa-alueisiin ole kartoitettu. Tässä tutkimuksessa pyritään 

valottamaan kumpaakin osa-aluetta - sekä elektronista painoviestintää että 

suoramarkkinointia - esittämällä malleja ja kuvailemalla keskeisiä käsitteitä. Näiden 

mallien pohjalta johdetaan suoramarkkinoinnin asettamat vaatimukset teknologialle sekä 

elektronisen painoviestinnän tarjoamat ominaisuudet suoramarkkinoinnille. Elektronisen 

painoviestinnän tämän hetkistä käyttöastetta arvioidaan perustuen haastatteluista 

saatuihin tuloksiin. Ominaisuuksia ja vaatimuksia vertaillaan keskenään, jotta löydettäisiin 

mahdollisia synergioita ja konflikteja elektronisen painoviestinnän ja suoramarkkinoinnin 

väliltä. Lisäksi teknologian mukanaan tuomat tulevaisuuden mahdollisuudet ja uhkat 

tuodaan esille. Analyysin pohjalta johdetaan elektronisen suoramarkkinoinnin käsite.

Elektroninen suoramarkkinointi jakautuu kahteen osa-alueeseen - elektroninen 

julkaiseminen ja perinteisten suoramarkkinointimedioiden elektroninen painaminen. 

Elektronisessa julkaisussa suoramarkkinoinnin välineitä ovat Internet, CD-ROM, 

digitaalinen televisio sekä muut digitaaliset mediat. Perinteisen suoramarkkinoinnin 

välineitä ovat suoramainonta, postimyynti ja palautemainonta.



Metodologia

Tutkimus on luonteeltaan kvalitatiivinen ja käyttää haastattelua tutkimusmenetelmänä. 

Yhdeksän yrityskuvauksen pohjalta tutkimus pyrkii luomaan elektronisen 

suoramarkkinoinnin mallin. Näitä suoramarkkinointiin erikoistuneita mainostoimistoja 

haastateltiin sekä Suomessa että Hollannissa.

Päätutkimustulokset

Keskeisimmät tutkimustulokset ovat:

1. Elektroninen painaminen mahdollistaa pienten painosmäärien tuottamisen 

kustannustehokkaasti. Lisäksi jokainen painettu tuote voidaan räätälöidä erikseen. 

Näitä ominaisuuksia voi erityisesti suoramarkkinointi käyttää hyväkseen. 

Suoramarkkinointi pyrkii kohdistamaan viestinnän mahdollisimman pienelle 

kohderyhmälle. Lisäksi suoramarkkinointi pyrkii - kustannusten rajoissa - 

räätälöimään suurimman osan viestimästään.

2. Toinen keskeinen tutkimustulos osoittaa, että elektroninen painoviestintä ei 

teknologiana palvele osaa suoramarkkinoinnin tarpeista. Elektroninen painoviestintä 

pyrkii ohjaamaan suoramarkkinoinnin suunnittelua ja toteutusta asettamalla 

rajoituksia.

Keskeisimmät käsitteet

Elektroninen julkaiseminen

Internet

CD-ROM

Digitaalinen televisio 

Elektroninen painaminen
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Digitaalinen painaminen

Suoramarkkinointi

Suoramainonta

Suoramarkkinointimainostoimisto



Foreword

"Marketing business is nowadays so close to perfect 

that it is not easy to propose any improvement."

- Dr. Samuel Johnson in 1759 -



Abstract

This study is part of Electronic Publishing and Printing Project 1995 - 1999 Business 

Follow-Up conducted by TEKES - Technology Development Centre Finland. The study 

explores how the qualities of electronic publishing and printing meet the needs of direct 

marketing.

Purpose of the study

Prior research in electronic publishing and printing has concentrated on technological 

point of view. No research exists on the utilization of electronic publishing and printing 

in direct marketing. This study aims at providing further knowledge of both direct 

marketing, and electronic publishing and printing by proposing models and by presenting 

central concepts of each. Based on these models the needs that direct marketing poses 

for electronic publishing and printing technologies are presented. Furthermore, the 

qualities of electronic publishing and printing are presented. The current acceptance and 

utilization level of these technologies within Finnish and Dutch direct marketing agencies 

is reported based on interview data. The needs and qualities are then compared together 

in order to find possible synergies and conflicts between the technology and direct 

marketing. Furthermore, opportunities and threats arising in electronic publishing and 

printing technologies for direct marketing are pointed out. Electronic direct marketing 

model is presented based on this analysis.

Electronic direct marketing can be divided into two categories - electronic publishing and 

electronically printed traditional direct marketing media. Electronic publishing channels 

are the Internet, CD-ROM, DRTV and other digital media. Traditional direct marketing 

channels are direct advertising, mail order and direct response advertising.
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Methodology

The study is qualitative of nature and uses interviews as reasearch method. This study 

aims at building theory i.e. electronic direct marketing model by utilizing multiple case 

study approach. Althogether nine direct marketing agencies were interviewed both in 

Finland and in the Netherlands.

Major findings

Major findings of the study are:

1. Small editions are cost-effective in electronic printing. In addition, each printed matter 

can be tailored. Direct marketing can utilize these qualities of electronic printing. 

Direct marketing tries to target its communication as carefully as possible. This leads 

to having small target groups. Furthermore, direct marketing tries to tailor its 

communication as far as possible.

2. Second major conclusion is that electronic publishing and printing as a technology 

does not serve all the needs of direct marketing. Direct marketing becomes 

technology driven. Technology poses constrains to the planning and implementation 

of direct marketing.
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I Introduction

1.1 Background to the Study

During the 1980's and 1990's direct marketing has become increasingly important as a 

marketing tool - marketers have noticed the benefits of direct marketing. European 

Direct Marketing Association - EDMA (1996, 5) argues based on a research conducted 

in the USA and Europe that direct marketing techniques are under-utilized in Europe. 

Reasoning behind this is according to EDMA, the lack of economies of scale in Europe - 

the single European market still remains predominantly fragmented. Many barriers to 

cross-frontier direct marketing exist but various European Union initiatives will ease the 

situation over the next decade, EDMA forecasts.

Compared to mass marketing, direct marketing considered cost-effective even though 

relative contact prices are high. Ritvanen (1987) argues that direct marketing can be the 

most expensive advertising tool if targeting is not done carefully. He also points out that 

the relative contact price is high but direct marketing aims at valuable contacts not 

volume. This is especially important to small and medium sized companies (SMEs) who 

find direct marketing the only way to break into the market - especially cross-frontier 

(EDMA, 1996, 4). Over the last decade, automatic data processing (ADP) technology 

has further enforced the potential of direct marketing. The development of technology 

has attracted new users who view direct marketing as an important tool within their 

integrated marketing mix. In addition to traditional users - mail order marketers, 

publishers, retailers and business-to-business - direct marketing is used in services like 

banking and insurance, and even in manufacturing (Finnish Direct Marketing Association 

- FDMA, 1996, 17).

In Finland and the Netherlands, as well as in general, marketers strive for closer contact 

to the customer - both business and consumer - and for more tailored solutions. Their
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goal is to establish interactive one-to-one relationship with the customer. The closer the 

relationship with a customer the more tailored and targeted marketing is. The recently 

introduced relationship marketing concept has gained attention in marketing literature. 

Relationship marketing utilizes the tools of direct marketing in taking care of 

relationships to customers and also to other stakeholders (Grönroos, 1995, 11). Thus it 

is more comprehensive concept than direct marketing concept which concentrates solely 

on customer relations.

Digital technology enables creation of data and files, data transfer, updating, combining 

and changing of data, and printing in the same digital form all the way from a data 

producer to an end user (TEKES, 1996a, 4), for example from an advertising agency, or 

a marketer, to a customer. In the on-line data transfer the fast expanding global and 

national digital networks are utilized. Digital technologies and networks enable 

interactive communication. Furthermore, messages can be printed closer to the end of 

the communication channel, for example closer to customers and a customer can print 

messages just-in-time and on-demand. (Saarelma & Oittinen, 1994, 34; Juhola, 1996a, 

48-50; Landa, 1995, 40-42) Combining digitality of information to the network 

infrastructure of communications creates a vast opportunity for business and especially 

for direct marketing.

In electronic publishing and printing both digital technology and networks are utilized. 

Electronic publishing is the digital gathering, processing and distribution of any media 

form, in an interactive way. Electronic publishing brings together publishing, 

broadcasting, computing and telecommunications. (Chisholm & О’Callaghan, 1995, 2) 

Electronic printing means reproducing information from computer to paper or some 

other material as a text, picture and other marks (Saarelma & Oittinen, 1994, 34). 

Opportunities arising in electronic publishing - Internet, CD-ROMs, Response 

Television (RTV) and so on - for direct marketing would seem to be numerous. Some 

are afraid electronic communications will replace old information channels like
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magazines and newspapers but others argue that it only creates a new option for 

communications. Benefits of electronic printing - like printing small editions cost 

effectively, customised printed matters and on-demand printing (Juhola, 1996a, 48-49) - 

seem to have interesting synergies with some goals stated for direct marketing - like 

well-defined small target groups, personal and tailored direct marketing messages.

Synergies and conflicts between the digital technology and direct marketing have been 

superficially noted in related literature but no profound research exists. Furthermore, 

opportunities and threats arising in electronic publishing and printing technologies for 

direct marketing have not been identified and analysed thoroughly. Both of these topics 

are covered in the study in order to be able to forecast future utilization level of the 

technologies in direct marketing. The current acceptance and utilization level of 

electronic publishing and printing technologies within Finnish and Dutch direct marketing 

agencies is reported based on interview data. In addition, the future level of paper 

consumption in direct marketing is estimated - notifying the possible effect of digital 

technologies on paper usage.

1.2 Research Problem and Objectives of the Study

1.2.1 Research Problem

Prior research on direct marketing is limited mostly to business point of view (Rapp & 

Collins, 1990; Reitman, 1995, Katzenstein & Sachs, 1992). Research related to technical 

applications used in direct marketing is narrow and no studies have been done related to 

electronic publishing and printing. Electronic publishing and printing thereafter have been 

studied mostly from the technological point of view, and no studies exists on direct 

marketing. Some commercial applications have been introduced but the acceptance and 

utilization level in different fields of business has not been investigated. Especially 

opportunities arising in direct marketing have not been identified.
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The benefits of both electronic publishing and printing for direct marketing seem to be 

obvious but no research has been done to clarify the synergies or possible conflicts. As 

these technologies are utilized in direct marketing traditional models in the business 

probably change. That change may create both opportunities and threats for the whole 

direct marketing field of business. The current mix of direct marketing channels and 

media, and the role of customer in direct marketing may change dramatically. 

Furthermore, especially for paper industry and paper machine industry it is essential to be 

able to forecast future consumption of paper in direct marketing as the new technology 

may have impact on it.

The research problem of the study can be expressed by asking:

What is the impact of electronic publishing and printing technologies on Finnish 

and Dutch direct marketing agencies?

In the theoretical part of the study electronic publishing and printing technology 

applications useful for direct marketing are introduced. Direct marketing process, major 

players in direct marketing field of business, and on the role of customer in direct 

marketing are presented in order to identify the needs and requirements direct marketing 

poses for technology. Furthermore, both traditional and electronic direct marketing 

channels and media are described and analysed. In the empirical part the utilization and 

acceptance level of the technology within Finnish and Dutch direct marketing agencies 

are examined and conclusions are drawn based on the results of inquiry carried out in 

Finland and the Netherlands. Both possible synergies and conflicts between electronic 

publishing and printing, and direct marketing are identified and analysed. Based on this 

analysis conclusion regarding the choice between different direct marketing channels are 

presented. Future prospects, possible opportunities and threats, are presented based on 

the findings of interview research.
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An additional research question arises from the utilization of electronic publishing and 

printing technologies in direct marketing:

How do electronic publishing and printing affect the paper consumption of direct 

marketing agencies?

Paper consumption is dependent on the direct marketing channel chosen. Some channels 

are paperless and some use great amounts of paper. Especially choice between traditional 

and electronic direct marketing tools affects paper consumption. Electronic publishing 

technology enables data transfer from marketer via direct marketing agency to customer 

without paper print. Will electronic publishing reduce the amount of printed matters and 

print media utilized in direct marketing, as more electronic publishing is utilized in the 

direct marketing mix? In addition, since electronic printing makes small editions cost 

effective, paper consumption becomes an important issue. Will amount of paper used 

reduce since marketers print small editions on-demand instead of large editions? Or will 

amount of paper used increase since also small editions are now cost-effective? Impact of 

electronic publishing and printing on paper consumption in direct marketing is estimated 

in the study based on the results of inquiry.

1.2.2 Objectives of the Electronic Publishing and Printing Project

Objectives of the Electronic Publishing and Printing Project are according to TEKES 

(1996b, 3) - Technology Development Centre Finland - to stimulate the development of 

electronic printing and publishing, and to increase the market potential of printed 

products. In Electronic Publishing and Printing Project Seminar on 24th of April 1997 

following objectives were stated:

1. development of Electronic Publishing and Printing (EPP) products and services
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2. increase in market potential of EPP products and services

3. improvement of export markets for EPP products and services

Electronic Publishing and Printing Project consists of several smaller projects one of 

them being Electronic Publishing and Printing - Business Follow-up Project, part of 

which this study is. Since the official objectives of Business Follow-Up Project were 

stated late following general goals were assumed prior April 1997:

* to state visions - future applications of the technology, paper consumption, 

ecological concerns

* to evaluate and analyse the market for EPP technologies

* to analyse EPP technology utilizers - households, business, public sector

* to present advantages and disadvantages of the technology in different fields of 

business

* to evaluate possibilities arising from on-demand home and office printing

* to evaluate and analyse the special qualities of digital technology - tailored and 

customised products, economic small editions, speed of data transfer, easy 

updating of data, interactivity and on-demand nature of the technology - from the 

business point of view

1.2.2 Objectives of the Study

In order to answer the research questions stated above the main objective of the study is 

to evaluate the impact of electronic publishing and printing technologies on Finnish 

and Dutch direct marketing agencies. To establish the frames of the study following 

theoretical and empirical objectives for the study are presented.

The theoretical objectives are:

1) to describe and analyse traditional direct marketing model
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2) to describe and analyse traditional direct marketing channels

3) to develop electronic direct marketing model based on the basic concepts and 

rules given in the traditional direct marketing model

4) to describe and analyse electronic direct marketing channels

5) to analyse the role of the customer both in the traditional and electronic direct 

marketing

The empirical objectives of the study are:

6) to evaluate the utilization and acceptance level of electronic direct marketing 

channels - both electronic publishing and printing

7) to analyse possible changes in the direct marketing models and in the role of 

customer due to the introduction of electronic publishing and printing 

technologies

8) to evaluate the effect of electronic publishing and printing technologies on 

the paper consumption of direct marketing advertising agencies and direct 

advertising in general

9) to find synergies between electronic publishing and printing technologies, and 

direct marketing; and point out possible conflicts

10) to discuss opportunities and threats that these technologies create in direct 

marketing

1.3 Limitations of the Study

Following theoretical limitations characterize the present study:

- As a part of Electronic Publishing and Printing Project - Business Follow-Up the study 

is focused on the business point of view instead of technological.

- As a part of Electronic Publishing and Printing Project the study is focused on analysing 

the benefits of digital technology to direct marketing both in electronic publishing and in 

electronic printing.
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- Electronic Publishing and Printing Project focuses primarily on ink jet printing and 

electrophotography (TEKES, 1996b, 3). The study assumes the technology and focuses 

on utilization of the technology in direct marketing.

- The study is focused on creating and analysing the electronic direct marketing. The 

traditional direct marketing model will be presented as a basis for the creation of the 

electronic direct marketing model.

- Direct marketing can be divided into several categories. The focus of the study is on the 

direct marketing media where digitality is utilized or will be introduced, and paper prints 

have been traditionally used. Thus the focus of the study is on direct advertising - 

addressed and unaddressed direct mail - mail order, and direct response advertising. 

Telemarketing and doorstep selling are not covered in this study.

- Direct marketing can be divided into consumer and business-to-business marketing. 

The focus of the study is on the consumer not business-to-business direct marketing. 

Thus the concept "customer" in the study refers to the consumer. Furthermore, the 

concept ”client” refers to the clients of direct marketing agencies.

- In electronic publishing digital information can be sent to consumers by using following 

information channels: CD-ROMs; Response Television (RTV); Internet: email, FTP (File 

transfer Protocol), Gopher, Telnet and WWW (World Wide Web). The study focus to 

RTV, WWW and CD-ROMs where data can be transferred in text, audio and video 

format. Email is noted as a part of WWW services.

- Direct marketing is often included in the integrated marketing, database marketing or 

relationship marketing concepts. This study concentrates on direct marketing solely, and 

excludes integrated marketing, database marketing and relationship marketing.

Empirical limitations of the study:

- Research population of the study can be regarded slightly biased since only three Dutch 

direct marketing agencies were interviewed compared to six Finnish agencies. On the
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other hand, two Finnish interview reports were destroyed by a computer virus and thus 

only four Finnish cases are profoundly analysed.

- As this study is of qualitative nature, the empirical research can be seen as a process. 

As the researcher gained more knowledge during the interview research, the interview 

guide changed, which the case study approach permits (Miles & Huberman, 1984). The 

data collected in the beginning of the process is superficial compared to the data 

collected by the end of the process. Since Finnish direct marketing agencies were 

interviewed first and Dutch agencies in the end, the comparison of results is to some 

extent biased.

- Most of the interviewees were managing directors of the direct marketing agency 

studied. Especially in large international agencies technical management - printing 

technologies and paper handling - was handled by a production manager. Thus the 

managing director was not able to answer some detailed questions.

1.4 Key Concepts

1.4.1 Definitions

Electronic publishing Electronic publishing is the digital gathering, processing and 

distribution of any media form, in an interactive way. Electronic publishing brings 

together publishing, broadcasting, computing and telecommunications. (Chisholm & 

O’Callaghan, 1995, 2) Electronic publishing is often used as a synonym for electronic or 

digital printing eventhough it does not necessarily include printing of the edition. For 

example TEKES (1996a, 4) gives the following definition: Electronic publishing means 

combining electronic publishing and printing in a process where data is presented in 

digital format all the way from creating the data and printing it into paper.

Electronic printing. Electronic printing means reproducing information from computer 

to paper or some other material as a text, picture and other marks (Saarelma & Oittinen,
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1994, 34). Digital printing refers to methods of printing where sequential pages can differ 

(Michaelis, 1994, 10). In digital printing, the electronically laid out products are printed 

digitally directly from data system either in one or multicolour. The sequential pages and 

chapters can differ. In the last phase finishing is performed on-line. (Juhola, 1996a, 48) 

Technology can be applied both in the traditional field of mass and target 

communications, as well as in special fields. (Elektroninen painoviestintä 1995-1999, 

1996) Electronic printing is synonymous with digital printing and non-impact printing 

(NIP) which can be found in the related literature.

Electronic direct marketing. Marketing where direct marketing message is either sent 

in digital form - electronic publishing, or direct marketing message is printed by digital 

printers - electronic printing. Basic concepts of traditional direct marketing can be 

applied.

The Internet. The name for a world-wide, TCP/IP (the protocol suite consisting of a 

set of networking rules and applications used on the Internet) -based networked 

computing community linking government, business, industry and education together. 

(Tittel and Robbins, 1995, 359, 364)

World Wide Web. A hypertext Internet service developed at CERN, Particle Physics 

Laboratory in Switcherland. (Tittel and Robbins, 1995, 368) World-wide hypermedia 

network in the Internet combining the possibilities of both personal and mass 

communications. (Tarkkoma and Kolari, 1995, 9, 15)

Email. Electronic mail refers to any of a number of software systems that let multiple 

users exchange messages electronically via some kind of connection - LAN, WAN, 

asynchronous, or otherwise. (Tittel and Robbins, 1995, 357)
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1.4.2 Abbreviations

CD-ROM - Compact Disc - Read Only Memory 

DM - Direct Marketing

DMSA - Dutch Direct Marketing Association - Nederlandse Associatie voor Direct 

Marketing, Distance Selling en Sales Promotion 

DRTV - Direct Response Television 

EDMA - European Direct Marketing Association 

Email - Electronic mail 

EPP- Electronic Publishing and Printing 

FDMA - Finnish Direct Marketing Association 

WWW - World Wide Web

1.5 Structure of the Study

Study is divided into theoretical and empirical part. At this point the structure of the 

theoretical part is presented by the following Figure 1., p. 12. The theoretical part is 

divided to two topics: traditional direct marketing and electronic direct marketing. Both 

of these concepts are defined at first to clarify difference between them. These definitions 

are used also in the empirical part. Direct marketing process, channels and role of the 

customer are covered in both of the topics. Major players in direct marketing are 

presented only in the traditional direct marketing since the same players can be found 

also in electronic direct marketing. Traditional direct marketing model will be presented 

and utilized in developing electronic direct marketing model.

The structure of the empirical part is based on the framework presented in the end of 

theoretical part, Chapter 2. That framework summarises the theoretical analysis for the 

purposes of the empirical part of the study.
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Figure 1. Structure of the theoretical part

TRADITIONAL DIRECT ELECTRONIC DIRECT
MARKETING MARKETING

DEFINITION DEFINITION

DIRECT MARKETING PROCESS ELECTRONIC DIRECT MARKETING PROCESS

MAJOR PLAYERS IN DIRECT MARKETING ROLE OF THE CUSTOMER

ROLE OF THE CUSTOMER ELECTRONIC DIRECT MARKETING

DIRECT MARKETING CHANNELS
CHANNELS

• ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING

DIRECT MARKETING MODEL • ELECTRONIC PRINTING

Needs of Qualities of Electronic
Direct marketing Printing and Publishing

\ /
ELECTRONIC DIRECT MARKETING MODEL

I
PAPER CONSUMPTION

The logic presented above is the basis for electronic direct marketing model developed 

by the end of Chapter 2.
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II Traditional Direct Marketing Models as Basis for Electronic Direct 

Marketing Model

2.1 Traditional Direct Marketing

2.1.1 Definition

In the direct marketing literature many quite different definitions have been used over the 

about 20 years within which direct marketing has been widely introduced and established 

in the developed world. Some of the definitions are quite general in nature and some 

concentrate only on one aspect of direct marketing. In addition, in practise managers 

seem to have little consensus about the definition. Some even attach negative 

connotations to direct marketing - probably this the reasoning behind using artificial 

terms instead of the concept of direct marketing. All the definitions available are not 

presented in this study - only couple of them are presented in order to enlighten the 

confusion about the subject in general. Furthermore, the definition of the Finnish Direct 

Marketing Association - FDMA (Suomen Suoramarkkinointiliitto - SSML) is introduced 

and analysed in order to clarify central concepts of direct marketing. The definition of the 

European Direct Marketing Association is chosen for the purposes of the study.

In direct marketing printed message is addressed to selected households or companies 

including request for immediate contact either by mail, phone, or by visiting sales site or 

trade fair site. (McLean, 1987) General misconception over direct marketing is that it 

only consists of addressed direct marketing messages - direct mail - to households and 

companies. This can be considered only as a part of direct advertising concept within the 

wider direct marketing concept - the definition of FDMA will clarify distinction between 

different concepts within direct marketing (See Figure 2.).
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Direct marketing is an interactive system of marketing which uses one or more 

advertising media to affect a measurable response and / or transaction at any location. 

(Baier, 1983, 19) This definition has been utilized for example in the Direct marketing 

project at University of Tampere (Puirava, Koski, Majamäki, 1994). The weakness of 

this definition lies in the general nature of it. It can be applied for variety of marketing 

tools and the limit between direct marketing and general marketing is unclear. In 

addition, this definition does not clarify either direct marketing concept or the variety of 

direct marketing tools, to anyone unfamiliar with the direct marketing literature. Thus the 

applications of this definition are limited.

Databases have become central tool in direct marketing. Usually they are used for 

focusing the direct marketing message to a certain group of customers - these customers 

are selected from the databases using different criteria. Rapp and Collins (1990, 44) 

define direct marketing as distribution of goods, services or information to the target 

group, utilising direct response advertising where sales history, needs and interests of the 

customer can be recorded to the database. This definition concentrates on one side of 

direct marketing - distribution, and does not consider different media used in direct 

marketing. Furthermore, as most definitions, this one neglects the variety of direct 

marketing channels and the underlying direct marketing process.

Finnish Direct Marketing Association defines direct marketing by presenting the 

following comprehensive picture (See Figure 2., p. 15) In this illustration direct 

marketing is defined by dividing it into two categories - media and sales channels. 

Virtanen, the managing director of FDMA, (1996) points out that it is important to note 

that these two categories are interrelating and sometimes even interchangeable. The main 

purpose of direct marketing is to create response for example as an order, purchase, 

information request and so on. Another purpose is to create customer relationship or to 

enforce the relationship. Nuotio and Yli-Ketola (FDMA, 1996, 19) state that direct
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marketing is a tool in relationship marketing. They agree that response is the ultimate 

goal in direct marketing and that direct marketing messages encourage action.

Figure 2. Direct marketing - both media and sales channel

DIRECT MARKETING

SALES CHANNEL MEDIA
* MAIL ORDER * DIRECT ADVERTISING

- catalogues - addressed
- club magazines - unaddressed
- teleshopping

* DIRECT RESPONSE * DIRECT RESPONSE
MARKETING ADVERTISING
- coupons - magazines and newspapers
- electronic sales channels - electronic advertising media

Radio Radio
TV TV
CD-ROM CD-ROM
The Internet The Internet
Other electronic sales channels Other electronic media

* DIRECT SELLING * TELEADVERTISING

- doorstep selling - agreeing sales visits etc. on phone
- selling at home parties - invitations
- network marketing - sales promotion on phone

- database updating
* TELEMARKETING

- inbound marketing
- outbound marketing

Source: FDMA, 1996, 8

The first category of direct marketing means creating sales by utilising following sales 

channels: mail order, direct response marketing, direct selling and telemarketing. Mail 

order refers to mailing catalogues and / or club prochures, or to teleshopping assuming
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customer to react by sending sales order either by phone or mail. Direct response 

marketing refers to sales created by a coupon in for example magazine; or created 

through electronic sales channels like radio, TV, CD-ROM, the Internet, or other 

electronic sales channels.

Direct selling refers to personal selling face-to-face at private households or at meetings 

arranged by private households. Network marketing as direct selling tool has gained a 

lot of attention lately. Telemarketing refers to a call center handling both inbound - 

customer calls a sales person to place an order - and outbound - sales person calls a 

customer offering products or services.

The second category of direct marketing includes different media through which the 

direct marketing message can be sent. The media are divided as follows: direct 

advertising, direct response advertising, and teleadvertising. Direct advertising refers to 

informational direct marketing messages sent both addressed and unaddressed. Direct 

response advertising refers to advertising where customer reacts to a message sent to 

him / her for example by requesting more information. The message can be in magazines 

or newspapers or sent via electronic media like radio, TV, CD-ROM, the Internet, and 

other electronic media. Teleadvertising refers for example to agreeing on sales visit by 

phone, to invitations for marketers trade fairs, or to database updating.

This illustration as a definition covers different aspects of direct marketing and is 

comprehensive. For the purposes of the study this definition covers most of the essential 

concepts of direct marketing and presents the great variety of direct marketing tools. On 

the other hand, the division between media and sales channels seems artificial and can be 

seen as mere two sides of a coin. The researcher does not use the division between sales 

channels and media but thinks of them together as a whole. In order to answer the 

research question, the digitality of direct marketing channels and effects on paper 

consumption has to be taken into account. Thus the researcher concentrates on the
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elements of direct marketing where digitality is central issue and paper consumption has 

changed or may change due to the electronic publishing and printing technologies. Thus 

direct selling and telemarketing are omitted.

The definition of European Direct Marketing Association is following:

”Direct marketing is the use of various marketing techniques to reach customers 

directly by a variety of means of communications. Direct marketing offers a 

customer the opportunity to reply directly to the marketer. The most common 

form of direct marketing is direct mail. Other methods include direct advertising 

through the traditional media (press and broadcast), telemarketing and on-line 

services.” (EDMA, 1996, 2)

This definition includes the important aspect of response in direct marketing. 

Furthermore, it points out that there are various different kinds of tools used in direct 

marketing and lists out the most recognised direct marketing channels. Nevertheless, this 

definition lacks the essential aspect of targeting and utilising databases in direct 

marketing campaigns. For the purposes of the study this definition, combined with the 

comprehensive illustration of FDMA, gives some picture to the variety of means which 

direct marketing agencies utilize in their campaigns. On the other hand, the researcher 

would like to include the underlying process in direct marketing agencies to the 

definition, the strategic and creative process not visible to customers

In the study traditional direct marketing tools - direct advertising including addressed and 

unaddressed mail, mail order, and direct response advertising - are described and 

analysed in detail. Furthermore, electronic direct marketing tools - electronic publishing 

including the Internet, CD-ROMS, Direct Response Television (DRTV) and other digital 

media; electronic printing applications useful for direct marketing - are presented and 

analysed.
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At this point it is essential to point out some special characteristics of direct marketing 

compared to other marketing tools - sometimes called general advertising. Direct 

marketing is interactive and strives for establishing a continuous one-to-one 

relationship. Direct marketing tools are testable and thus develop continuously to 

better reach the target group. Customer files and databases are important for targeting 

the direct marketing to interested people. In addition, direct marketing is action 

oriented - it strives for immediate response and action. The response is measurable and 

thus it is easy to asses the profitability of a direct marketing campaign. Direct marketing 

messages are as personal and tailored as is cost-effective. (Katzenstein and Sachs, 5; 

Puirava, 1994, 29-45; Nuotio and Yli-Ketola - FDMA, 1996, 19-26) These

characteristics make direct marketing different from other marketing. These features 

pose special requirements for technologies applied in direct marketing. In this study the 

applied technologies are electronic publishing and printing.

In order to be able to find synergies or conflicts, the special qualities of electronic 

publishing and printing must be identified and compared to the special characteristics of 

direct marketing. The features of direct marketing stated above are presented more 

thoroughly while analysing direct marketing process and role of the customer, and while 

presenting the major players in the field of business and traditional direct marketing 

channels in the following chapters.

2.1.2 Direct Marketing Process

In order to understand direct marketing more profoundly a process view is introduced. 

Before a direct marketing message is ready to be mailed, broadcasted or distributed, 

several phases of planning and implementation has to be carried out. Direct marketing 

can be seen as a process consisting of several steps. Usually direct marketing starts from 

establishing relationship between an direct marketing agency and a marketer. After this
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initial contact following basic steps of direct marketing process can be identified 

(Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995, 7):

1. selecting a target group

2. creating address file

3. creating and implementing creative direct marketing solution

4. mailing and follow-up contact

5. response and feedback

6. sales

The first step in direct marketing process is to select and define the target group.

Figure 3. Customer Concepts in Direct Marketing

TARGET MARKET

Competitors Prospects Suspects 
customers

Former Opinion 
customers leaderscustomers

Regular customer Acquiring customers Informing
concept concept concept

Source: Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995

Ritvanen (1987) argues that targeting the message creates not just 60% of the result - 

40% being content of the message, and strategic timing - 100%. Perfect creative message 

by itself does not create result, targeting is essential. A Finnish printing house - Painotalo
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Sisäsuomi - divides target groups into six: existing customers, competitors customers, 

prospects, suspects, former customers and opinion leaders (See Chapter 2.1.4). Each 

target group requires its own approach that Painotalo Sisäsuomi (1995) calls customer 

concepts (Figure 3. Customer Concepts in Direct Marketing, p. 19).

The second step in the direct marketing process is creating address file. Among the first 

things to do is to investigate the existing customer file of the company in question and 

accuracy of the file. The customer file can be regarded as being one of the most 

important assets of a company. By examining the existing file, the customer profile of a 

company can be defined. The customer profile can then be used as a tool for finding 

potential customers with the same or alike characteristics. In addition, by defining the so 

called critical factors of a product i.e. the essential needs that the product satisfies, and 

by using these critical factors for scanning the environment, new target groups different 

from the existing ones may be found. Furthermore, some other criteria like occupation 

and residence might be used for creating address files - this may lead to finding surprising 

new target groups. (Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995, 10-11) It is important to have up-to-date 

files of the target group and concentrate on profitable relationships (Nuotio & Yli- 

Ketola, 1996, 22) Quality contact are more important than coverage. Direct marketing is 

a continuous process aiming at long-term relationship where a customer is known and 

filed. Lönnqvist (1990,11) emphasizes that direct marketers should gather all possible 

information about the target group, especially existing customers.

The address files found during the above process, are raw material for creating final 

address file. In addition to the campaign related data search process, companies usually 

gather addresses systematically during their direct response and unaddressed direct mail 

campaigns to find new potential customers. Furthermore, addresses from for example 

customer files of other companies, different membership files, public files, and 

commercial files can be utilized. Ritvanen (1988) argues that own file of a company is
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the best and other files can only be utilized temporarily. He points out that outsiders do 

not have knowledge about different target groups of the company.

After gathering all addresses together, a campaign related file is ready for eliminating 

double entries and addresses that refuse direct marketing - so called Robinson file 

(FDMA, 1996, 81, 91; 1995, 110, 119). The campaign address file can then be utilized in 

mailings. In order to enable cost effective marketing in the future campaigns, the address 

file can be updated according to customer responses received during this campaign. Thus 

address file management can be considered to be a continuous process. (Painotalo 

Sisäsuomi, 1995, 10-15) Even in unaddressed direct mail campaign the mailings can be 

targeted accurately by utilising for example services of Suomen Posti - Finnish national 

post office (FDMA, 1996, 6-7) and mailing houses and services.

Customer file consists of people who have expressed their willingness to become a 

customer for example by placing an order. After termination of a customer relationship 

all information about the customer must be destroyed within one year. Permanent direct 

marketing file is possible only with very limited information - like name, address and age. 

A temporary address file used for example for a campaign is allowed to be maintained for 

only six months. Robinson file lists people who refuse addressed direct mail. (FDMA, 

1996, 89-91) According to FDMA (1995, 110) Finland and the Netherlands are on top 

of international Robinson file users - 1,1% of Finns and 0,2% of Dutchmen refuse 

addressed direct marketing. Thus almost 100% of people all over the world allow 

addressed direct marketing.

The third step in the direct marketing process is creating and implementing creative 

direct marketing solution (Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995, 7). This solution is usually based 

on campaign strategy defined either by the direct marketing agency or in cooperation 

with the marketer. At this point selection between different direct marketing 

channels is made. The creative work is not the focus of the study and thus it will not be
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covered in detail. Technical work including printing, reprinting, personalising the 

message, and putting the message into envelope, can be handled by one printing house or 

in cooperation with some service suppliers (Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995, 27). At this point 

many decisions have to be made: selection between printed and other media; selection of 

printing houses and services; selection of paper size, quality, and amount of paper; 

amount of pictures and colors used (Lönnqvist, 1989, 9). Electronic printing process is 

analysed from the point of view of direct marketing needs in Chapter 2.6.

The fourth step in the direct marketing process is mailing the direct marketing message 

and handling follow-up contacts. Mailing a direct marketing message can be handled by 

national post office, or private mailing services - like Suoramainonta Oy. After a direct 

marketing message is sent to a customer, marketer can make sure the message was 

received and understood, by follow-up contact. This contact can be for example sending 

a card or letter, or it can be a phone call. (Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995, 18; McLean, 1987)

The fifth step in the direct marketing process is response. Receiving response from 

potential customers and customers is the goal in direct marketing. In order to establish 

relationship with the customer, there should be continuous dialogue between him / her 

and the marketer. In order to get feedback, sales history, sales expectation, and customer 

satisfaction surveys can be utilized. Response can be received also by personal contacts 

with a potential customer or customer. The best way to get response is according to 

Painotalo Sisäsuomi (1996, 17) to include it as part of direct marketing campaign. This 

makes the response more reliable and useful for the direct marketing agency since the 

response is part of real campaign and reactions are real-time. This feedback helps the 

direct marketing agency and marketer to asses the effectiveness of campaign strategy, 

and to plan further actions (Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995, 18).

The sixth step in the direct marketing process is sales (Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995, 7). 

After receiving an order the marketer handles sales. EDMA (1996, 3) points out that in
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order to fulfill orders effectively, logistics solutions are required for delivery; automation 

has reduced employment in direct marketing in the mailing and fulfillment processes, 

through the use of new printing techniques, addressing, packaging, just-in-time product 

ordering and cash processing.

This direct marketing process presented by Painotalo Sisäsuomi neglects after-sales and 

customer care to encourage customers to remain loyal to a particular brand or retail 

outlet. FDMA (1996, 20) points out that maintaining the relationship is crucial - 

acquiring new customer is five to six times more expensive than keeping one, and lost 

customer is even more expensive. In order to create loyal customers, it is important to 

handle after-sales care by for example offering relevant information to the customer 

(FDMA, 1994, 20; McLean, 1987). Lönnqvist (1990, 10) agrees that direct marketers 

must ensure customer satisfaction after actual sales.

The direct marketing process presented by Painotalo Sisäsuomi lacks strategic point of 

view. In order to make direct marketing a continuos process, direct marketing agency 

has to have clear strategy either proposed by direct marketing agency or agreed in 

cooperation with the marketer. Having a long term strategy separates direct marketing 

process from a single campaign - so called one-shot campaign.

The direct marketing process presented here is further analysed and modified for the 

needs of electronic direct marketing in Chapter 2.4.2. The electronic direct marketing 

process model will be based on this analysis.

Some special characteristics of direct marketing can be found from the above analysis of 

direct marketing process. As stated above targeting is essential in direct marketing, the 

more defined the target group the smaller it is - allows cost-effective tailored solutions. 

The goal of direct marketing is to have one-to-one relationship. As Reitman (1995, 6) 

points out, one-to-one marketing is possible and is done in the USA but it is still very
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expensive. He notes that as marketers are moving from marketing from averages to 

marketing on the differences, marketing programs become more targeted, selective and 

measurable.

Another important characteristic in direct marketing process is to have up-to-date files of 

the target group. This is the basis for long-term relationship in which a customer is 

known and sent information of the topics that interest him or her. One of the corner 

stones in relationship is continuous dialogue not monologue. Thus customers must have 

easy and fast ways to react and respond to direct marketing messages.

All these characteristics will be further analysed in the context of electronic publishing 

and printing in order to find possible synergies and conflicts.

2.1.3 Major Players in Direct Marketing

In order to illustrate the situation in the field of business following picture of the major 

players in direct marketing is presented (See Figure 4., p 24). This illustration gives 

overall picture of the direct marketing industry in order to clarify where the decision 

between different direct marketing channels is made and who the decision affects.

Marketers are the clients of direct marketing agencies who make decision to utilize 

direct marketing tools. Marketers delegate the planning and implementation of a 

campaign or a longer process consisting of several campaigns, to a direct marketing 

agency. An agency can provide full service or be specialized on one aspect of direct 

marketing - marketers select agency based on their needs (FDMA, 1996, 21). Thus the 

decision between different direct marketing channels is made by direct marketing agency 

in cooperation with marketer. Direct marketing agencies have several partners with 

whom they organise printing of the campaign material, direct marketing messages. Direct 

marketing agencies use different kinds of printing houses for different kinds of
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campaigns. In order to target the campaigns, agencies use the services of different 

customer and address file keepers. Nuotio and Yli-Ketola (FDMA, 1996, 22) point 

out that 20% of the target group create 80% of the result - thus databases used for 

targeting campaigns are essential. Lindqvist (1988, 11) agrees that careful targeting and 

interesting offer are the most important components of a campaign. Mailing services 

offer many services ranging from address files and databases to packaging and 

warehousing (FDMA, 1996, 22-23; Suomen Posti, 1996, 1-15). Selecting between 

different media including print media, and broadcasting - TV, radio, the Internet and so 

on - affects the coverage achieved and may also affect the response level. Ritvanen 

(1987) points out that selection between different media depends on the target group.

Figure 4. Major players in direct marketing

MARKETERS

DIRECT MARKETING
AGENCIES MEDIA

DIRECT
MARKETING

PRINTING HOUSES ^ ------ MAILING SERVICES

CUSTOMER AND ADDRESS FILE KEEPERS

During the field work in Finland and the Netherlands this figure was utilized to assist 

interviewees to analyse their field of business and to point out how the decision between 

direct marketing channels affects subcontractors and partners used during the 

implementation process. In the empirical part of the study these major players are
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presented in chronological order proposed by the direct marketing agencies interviewed. 

That model illustrates where the choice between different direct marketing channels is 

made and where decisions concerning paper consumption are made (See Chapter 4).

2.1.4 Role of the Customer

It is proposed in direct marketing literature that the role of the customer has changed and 

will continue to change. The change has occurred for several reasons as stated below. 

The impact of electronic publishing and printing technologies on the role of the customer 

may further change customers. In order to propose that any changes occur due to 

electronic publishing and printing, the changes happening in general have to be identified 

first. On the other hand, the general changes and changes due to introduction of new 

technologies may be so intertwined that any distinctions are impossible.

Ritvanen (1987) divides customers into five groups: our customers, competitors 

customers, prospects, suspects, and opinion leaders and other reference groups. 

Painotalo Sisäsuomi (1995, 9) adds former customers into target market. Customer 

groups presented in Figure 5, p. 27) were used above while presenting the special 

concept applied for each target group (See Figure 3., p. 19)).

Our customers are the most important target group for direct marketing, one of the 

basic assets of a company. Lönnqvist (1990,11) points out that a marketer should 

contact existing customers at least four times a year and help customers to buy. The 

objective of marketing efforts is to keep customers satisfied and loyal. Information 

channel must be open. Competitors customers should be identified and studied. All 

opportunities to persuade these customers to become our customers must be exploited. 

Direct marketing is the most effective and feasible way. Prospects are interested in the 

services or goods of the company. They are demanding target group requiring a lot of 

surveillance. Any sign of interest must be registered, analysed, enforced and exploited.
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Figure 5. Customers in Direct Marketing

TARGET MARKET

Former Opinion 
customers leaders

Our Competitors Prospects Suspects 
customers customers

Source: Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995, 9

Suspects are the customers that should be interested but have not indicated that yet. This 

target group is difficult but important because they represent the future potential. 

Opinion leaders and other reference groups are the long term target group. The 

investment will yield slowly and that makes advertisers often to forget this important 

group. In addition, in literature former customers are sometimes taken into account as 

well (Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995, 9). Depending on the reason why customers have 

decided to end the relationship, the potential for future can be evaluated. Here are some 

possible reasons: bad managed customer relationship, bad price/quality experience, 

changed address and so on. In addition to these groups company's own employees are 

regarded as one of the direct marketing target groups.

The role of customer to the company is described in the Figure 6.(See p. 28) from 

process point of view (FDMA, 1996, 7). While Ritvanen (1987) only names the major 

groups and Painotalo Sisäsuomi points out special characteristics of each group, Finnish 

Direct Marketing Association presents possible life cycle of a customer starting from 

suspect and ending up being ambassador.

The role of the customer changes following the phases of customer relationship - first 

potential customer is suspect and then prospect. A marketer approaching potential
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customer can use various direct marketing channels like TV, radio, newspapers, and 

unaddressed direct advertising. After receiving response - an order - marketers can file 

customers into databases. Database is the resource for relationship marketing in which 

direct marketing messages are addressed, customised and tailored for each customer 

group or even each customer. Regular customer and ambassador get the most targeted 

direct marketing including addressed direct advertising, personal calls, customer club 

magazines, and customer happenings. FDMA (1996, 7) utilizes concept relationship

Figure 6. The development of customer relationship

From suspect to ambassador

MASSMEDIA

Suspect TV
l

Magazines and 
newspapers

Direct advertising 
without address

Prospect 4
phone phone/coupon phone / fax / coupon

Buyer

Customer

Regular
customer

Ambassador

i 1 1
Customer file

Customer relationship marketing

Phone call

Happenings 
for customers

Addressed direct 
advertising Customer club 

magazines

Source: FDMA, 1996, 7
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marketing in its illustration (Figure 6., p. 28) but as stated above (Chapter 1.1) that 

concept is more comprehensive and direct marketing is an effective tool within the 

relationship marketing concept.

Rapp and Collins (1990, 42) present the following picture (See Figure 7.) to illustrate 

changes that have occurred in direct marketing in USA and Europe. Different points in

Figure 7. The great marketing turnaround

OLD NEW

Unknown prospects and customers Known prospects and customers

Creativity as a goal Response as a goal

Covering the market Covering niches

Gaining attention Getting customers

Advertising monologue Dialogue with customers

”Bombing” markets Creating customer relationship

Passive customers Committed participant

Massmarketing Targeted massmarketing

Unique sales argument Adding value

One channel distribution Multichannel distribution

Source: Rapp & Collins, 1990, p. 42

the picture clarify the overall change towards ‘the era of individual’. The bottomline is to 

appreciate individual customer needs and wants. The role of customer changes towards 

more active, self-assertive and selective. Taponen (1989, 6-7) agrees and points out that 

passive consumers change into active users of information, and marketers change into
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Consultants who try to create and maintain long-term interactive relationships with

customers.

The changes Rapp and Collins propose above can be summarised into five key words in 

direct marketing today - database, interactivity, targeting, one-to-one relationship, 

multimedia. Known prospects and customers are filed in databases. In order to create 

dialogue with committed and active customers, interactivity is essential in direct 

marketing. Interactivity also makes responding easier. Covering niches and getting 

customers requires both targeting carefully and establishing one-to-one relationship. 

Customers demanding more value added - new information and interesting messages - 

and multichannel distribution, lead to utilising multiple ways to communicate including 

multimedia applications. These key words are the requirements and needs direct 

marketing poses for technologies. These requirements are compared to the qualities of 

electronic publishing and printing in Electronic Direct Marketing Model in Chapter 2.7.1.

Figure 8. Massmarketing versus direct marketing

Distribution through intermediaries Direct distribution

1 \ X
Mass advertising Direct-relationship Direct-order marketing

1 marketing 1

MASSMARKETING DIRECT MARKETING

Source: Rapp and Collins, 1990, 212, modified

The role of the customer changes when a marketer begins using more direct marketing 

instead of massmarketing. Rapp and Collins (1990, 212) define direct marketing {Figure 

8.) by dividing into two categories: direct-relationship marketing and direct-order 

marketing. In addition, they divide distribution into direct and undirect i.e. distribution
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through intermediaries. Distribution is not the focus of this study and is thus not analysed 

further.

Direct-relationship marketing means building up direct relation with potential 

customers and existing customers. The purpose is not to create orders as such but to 

promote the product. In direct-order marketing creating orders is the main goal. In 

literature direct-order marketing concept is synonymous with mail order or mail order 

marketing concept. Rapp and Collins (1990,213) note that concept mail order is old- 

fashioned since order can be also phone call, fax or email instead of letter. Nevertheless, 

in this study mail order concept is utilized.

Direct marketing is more customer oriented than mass marketing. Customer based 

marketing strives for establishing long term profitable customer relationships based on 

loyalty. All levels of organization should be committed to customer based thinking 

starting from planning and product development to maintenance. (FDMA, 1994, 16) In 

traditional direct marketing the role of customer is more active than in mass marketing 

where customer is the receiver of message. In traditional direct marketing customer is 

supposed to react to the message either by mail, phone, or by visiting sales site or trade 

fair site (McLean, 1987). Yet the message is sent to the customer and thus the customer 

does not actively seek for the information by himself. The digital technology changes this 

rule of game for example by introducing new interactive options for direct marketing 

(See Chapter 2.4.3).

2.1.5. Traditional Direct Marketing Channels

The impact of electronic publishing and printing technologies on the selection between 

different direct marketing channels and media is the focus of this study. In order to be 

able to understand the selection between traditional direct marketing channels, the ones 

selected (See Chapter 1.3) for the study are analysed below. Later in Chapter 2.5
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electronic direct marketing channels are presented. The choice between traditional and 

electronic direct marketing channels is dependent on the synergies and conflicts found 

between the qualities of electronic publishing and printing, and the needs of direct 

marketing.

In order to identify possible synergies, the requirements different traditional direct 

marketing channels pose to electronic publishing and printing technologies have to be 

identified.

Puirava (1994, 47) argues that direct marketing consists of two functions - direct 

response advertising and fulfillment. Direct response advertising combines advertising 

and sales, and fulfillment combines delivery and customer service. According to Puirava 

the whole marketing process can be handled with direct marketing tools. In practise 

direct marketing tools are usually combined with other marketing methods.

Figure 9. Direct marketing channels

DIRECT MARKETING

Direct response advertising 
Fulfilment

DIRECT ADVERTISING TELEMARKETING MAIL ORDER

DOORSTEP SELLING OTHER MEDIA

Source: Puirava, 1994, 49
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Puirava (1994, 48-49) divides direct marketing into five categories (See Figure 9). First 

category is direct advertising which usually includes both addressed and unaddressed 

direct mail. Puirava points out that since unaddressed direct mail is not personal it should 

not be included in direct marketing tools. For the purposes of this study also unaddressed 

direct mail is included into direct marketing tools. Second category is mail order which 

refers according to FDMA (1996, 8) to catalogues and customer clubs. In the study 

telemarketing and doorstep selling are not covered (See Chapter 1.3).miksi??? The 

study will notify new technologies in telemarketing like automatic responders, call 

centres handling both inbound and outbound calls, and telephone services connected to 

computers and to connected printers. (EDMA, 1996, 4)

Fifth category according to Puirava is other media which includes electronic media: TV 

and radio; printed media: newspapers and magazines; and new media: tele-fax and 

networks. (Puirava, 48-49)

2.1.5.1 Direct Advertising

In the study direct advertising is divided into unaddressed and addressed direct mail. 

Eventhough Puirava (1994, 48-49) does not include unaddressed direct mail into direct 

marketing for the purposes of the study it is included - electronic publishing and printing 

affect also unaddressed direct mail, and paper consumption in unaddressed direct mail is 

considerable. Both concepts, direct advertising and direct mail, are used interchangeable 

in the study like they are used in literature and in practise. Rapp and Collins (1990, 44) 

argue that direct mail is just media, not any form of advertising or distribution. They 

point out that people are confused about the difference between direct mail, and 

relationship marketing and mail order concepts.

Recent trend in direct marketing is that direct advertising - especially addressed direct 

mail - is gaining bigger share from the general marketing expenditure (Suomen Gallup-
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Media Oy, 1994). In 1994 direct advertising accounted for 29.5% - including planning 

and producing direct marketing - of all advertising being second largest after newspapers 

with 37.2% (See Figure 10). In 1995 direct advertising reached 29% and newspapers 

36,2% (Suomen Gallup-Media Oy, 1995).Trends in marketing 1996 show that TV 

advertising is increasing the most and second largest growth is in addressed direct mail 

(Mainostajien Liitto, 1996). Same trends show that the use of unaddressed direct mail is 

decreasing. This could mean that targeting messages is becoming more important for 

marketers. The benefits of addressed direct mail like measurable response and testability 

of the mailings makes it appealing option in direct marketing mix.

Figure 10 . Advertising in Finland in 1994
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Source: Suomen Media-Gallup, 1994

Lindqvist (1989, 12) points out that testability is one important quality of direct mail. 

Even the smallest details of a campaign are tested before using them in large campaigns. 

Lindqvist presents different elements of direct mail and points out that the needs of the 

market change all the time. He suggests that personal letter included in the direct mail 

shows that marketers respect their target group. Effective layout, tailored pieces of
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mailing and action-oriented message arise interest if carried out with style. In addition, 

the size, color and personal outlook of an envelope affect the decision to open a mailing, 

and help in extending the time a reader spends with a mailing. One important element is 

easy to fill and free of charge response medium - it should repeat the essence of the 

message and further call for action. The whole mailing - including quality of the paper 

used and the quality of printing - affects the image of company. (Lindqvist, 1990, 12-13; 

Naarvala, 1989, 10-11)

The special requirements direct advertising i.e. addressed and unaddressed direct mail 

pose to technology are, as stated above, the ability to personalize messages, testability of 

mailings, effective and interesting layout of a mailing, tailored and action-oriented 

messages, and easy to fill and free of charge response medium. These requirements will 

be compares to the special qualities of electronic publishing and printing technologies 

later.

Mäkelin and Vepsäläinen (1995, 237) point out that effective direct mail is high quality 

product. They note that direct advertising is a continuous process where mailings have to 

be produced fast. Thus the lead time in direct marketing process has to shorten. This 

poses another requirement to electronic publishing and printing technologies while used 

in direct mail.

2.1.5.2 Mailorder

Rapp and Collins (1990, 44-45) define mail order by presenting the concept of direct- 

order marketing (See Chapter 2.1.4). They emphasize that direct order-marketing cover 

all business where a product or service is sold directly to the end user without any 

intermediaries. Media used in direct-order marketing can be magazines, newspapers, 

television, radio, letter or any other media that can lead to an order. According to FDMA
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(1996, 8) mail order refers to catalogues, customer clubs and teleshopping as sales 

channels (See Figure 1).

As technology continues to offer better, faster and less expensive options to mail order 

marketers, the prospect of world-wide direct marketing seems increasingly feasible. In 

order to realize that, several major obstacles need to be overcome - major gaps in 

addressing information, lack of standards, different currencies, wide variations in national 

postal rates and procedures. Lack of addressing that exists in more than half of the 

world, creates a problem for mail order marketers. Economic considerations and cultural 

differences are the reason behind most obstacles to world wide mail order marketing. 

The industry seeks to agree on standards and regulations. (Goldner, 1996, 31-32)

Stronach (1996, 48) remarks that recent hike in postal and paper costs has increased 

dramatically the costs of producing and mailing catalogues. While the response rates 

have not risen marketers have begun exploring alternative sources for revenue, such as 

web sites for online ordering or CD-ROM catalogues. Since this solution is in the 

embryonic stage, other ways to either increase response rate or decrease expenses have 

to be found. One solution is to target catalogues to the customers most likely to be 

profitable. Databases assist in allocating limited resources effectively, in more selective 

market penetration. Mail order marketers can focus on loyal profitable customers and 

ensure that they are retained. Database helps marketer with all aspects of customer 

development including qualifying leads, reactivation and retention. (Stronach, 1996, 48- 

49)

The requirements mail order poses for technology include need for high response rate 

and low expenses. Cost-effective solutions for producing mail order material and 

transferring data create a challenge for electronic publishing and printing technologies. 

Mail order tries to work without intermediaries, have close contact with customers 

especially profitable ones. Furthermore, as in direct marketing in general targeting and
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Segmentation are important issues in mail order. Marketers select the target group 

carefully in order to increase the average response rate of the industry which is today 2% 

(Stronach, 1996, 48).

2.1.5.3 Direct Response Advertising

Rapp and Collins (1990, 45) state that the main purpose of direct response advertising is 

to create response - media can be direct mail, magazines, newspapers, radio or television. 

Thus direct response advertising utilizes both printed media and broadcasting. FDMA 

1996, 6) suggests that direct response advertising refers to advertising where customer 

reacts to a message sent to him / her for example by requesting more information. The 

message can be in magazines or newspapers or sent via electronic media like radio, TV, 

CD-ROM, the Internet, and other electronic media. Both definitions agree that the 

purpose is not to actually create sales but contact.

Margolis (1996, 34) argues that in print, insert pieces added to newspapers or magazines 

are the norm today. FDMA (1996, 44-50) points out that direct response advertising 

includes coupons, service phone numbers, email-addresses and sales coupons in order to 

get response. FDMA points out that coupons are usually considered as more for women, 

phone is used especially by young people and men.

2.2 Traditional Direct Marketing Model

2.2.1 Needs of Traditional Direct Marketing

The major needs of direct marketing found during the above analysis are presented in the 

Figure 11., p. 38. These special qualities of direct marketing are compared to the 

qualities of electronic publishing and printing in Chapter 2.7.1. Based on that analysis the 

synergies and possible conflicts are identified and further analysed in the empirical part of
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the study. Based on the synergies and conflicts found the decisions made between 

electronic publishing channels and traditional channels printed electronically are analysed 

in the empirical research. Thus electronic direct marketing consists of electronic 

publishing, and traditional direct marketing media printed electronically.

Figure 11. Needs direct marketing poses to technology

DIRECT MARKETING NEEDS
Interactivity
Easy, fast and free way to respond
Quality contacts not just coverage
Cost-effectiveness
SMEs able to utilize DM
Interesting messages
Small target groups - small volume
Careful targeting
One-to-one relationship
Up to date materials and databases
Testability
Personal and tailored messages
Measurability
Action-oriented
Long-term relationships
Databases
Short lead time
Open communications channel 
Dialogue

These are the requirements direct marketing poses for technologies. In electronic direct 

marketing these requirements affect the choice between electronic publishing and 

traditional direct marketing channels, and electronic and traditional priniting. In case the 

qualities of electronic publishing and printing meet the requirements, these technologies 

will be utilized.

2.2.2 Paper Consumption

Traditional direct marketing channels chosen for the study all use considerable amounts 

of paper. In direct advertising i.e. direct mail the amount of paper used in campaign
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depends also on the target group. Business to business direct marketing uses less paper 

than customer direct marketing. Furthermore, the more defined the target group is the 

less paper is used. In mail order single mailing uses large amount of paper and in case the 

target group is considerable and for example catalogue modified often, paper 

consumption adds up.

In EPP Seminar (1997) it was estimated that paper will maintain its position in large 

volumes, in mass production. In case mass marketing is reducing as was proposed earlier 

in the study, then also paper consumption reduces in marketing in general. On the other 

hand, if the share of direct marketing - direct marketing that uses paper - in all marketing 

increases then the paper consumption may even increase. Direct marketing uses a lot of 

paper and new technologies allow also small editions economically. Nevertheless, in case 

electronic publishing which uses no or little paper, gains bigger share amongst the direct 

marketing tools, paper consumption might decrease. In general though, paper documents 

are considered comfortable, functional and easily transportable. On the other hand, paper 

will be used less and less for storage in the future. (Silva, 1995, 11) The impact of 

electronic publishing and printing technologies on paper consumption will be further 

analysed in Chapter 2.7.2.

Landa (1995, 40) suggests that the reasons why people prefer paper over electronic 

media are that paper is practical, people like touching concrete things, and that printed is 

more personal. Thus it is emotional values that count, Landa points out. Furthermore, 

the advantages of paper according to Siivonen, Antikainen & Södergård (1996, 36) are 

that no reading device is needed, paper is permanent, easy to use, and ergonomic. People 

can read on their own time at their own speed. In addition, Siivonen, Antikainen & 

Södergård (1996, 369) point out that paper allows high quality color pictures.

FDMA (1995, 99) points out an important issue of waste and recycling. It states that 

virtually all direct marketing material is recyclable. Finland is according to FDMA on top
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internationally, together with Japan, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden, in recycling 

paper. Margolis (1996, 34) notes that equipment that lowers emissions and waste are 

expensive, and techniques to decrease environmental impact are not yet fully developed. 

Furthermore, he argues that in some countries like Germany all paper must be recycled. 

Environmental concerns in direct marketing are gaining more attention and affect also 

the choice between papers. Margolis (1996, 33-34) points out that paper prices increased 

across the world in 1995. Printers tried to absorb as much of the costs as possible but 

prices could not be contained.

2.3 Electronic Direct Marketing

2.3.1 Definition

In electronic direct marketing printing the traditional direct marketing material presented 

above is printed digitally - electronic printing. In addition to traditional direct marketing 

channels electronic direct marketing channels - electronic publishing - are utlized (Figure 

12.). In electronic direct marketing both traditional and electronic direct marketing 

channels are utilized. In the study, traditional printing is covered superficially since the 

focus is on digital technologies. Electronic direct marketing includes electronic 

publishing (See Chapter 2.5) and electronically printed traditional direct marketing 

messages.

Figure 12 . Electronic direct marketing

DIGITAL PRINTER

DIRECT MAIL 
MAILORDER
DIRECT RESPONSE ADVERTISING

MARKETER-*. DM-AGENCY<£
DIGITAL MEDIA ---------► DRTV

CD-ROM
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The choice between traditional and electronic direct marketing channels becomes 

interesting as electronic printing technology is presented for the production of traditional 

direct marketing messages. As traditional direct marketing messages are printed digitally 

their position in the direct marketing mix may change. This is dependent on the synergies 

and conflicts found between electronic publishing and printing, and direct marketing.

Reitman (1995, 59) argues that electronic technology has changed the direct marketing 

business. He points out that electronic direct marketing, in the form of databases gives 

direct marketers large amounts of new information on consumers, and new ways of 

managing and manipulating data. Direct marketers know what people buy and what they 

bought in the past, and what mailing efforts are responded to. Thus direct marketers can 

forecast the future demand, and tell who are the best customers and prospects. Getting 

the right message to the right person at the right time is important. (Reitman, 1995, 59)

Visti (1994, 30-32) lists different electronic direct marketing media - interactive 

television, multimedia kiosks, online-services, private satellite channels - that are 

interactive and utilize digital datatransfer. He argues that the basic models of direct 

marketing do not change eventhough the channels and media change and improve

2.3.2 Electronic Direct Marketing Process

The traditional direct marketing process described in the Chapter 2.1.2 applies also to 

electronic direct marketing. Same phases are included and the goal is the same, to build a 

relationship. The difference between traditional and electronic direct marketing lies in the 

technical implementation of the process. Electronic printing process sets different 

requirements for the material produced for the printing house - all material has to be in 

digital form. Electronic publishing as direct marketing channels consists of several 

technical tools that require planning different from traditional ways - paperless media has
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its own rules and traits. The special characteristics of electronic direct marketing are 

presented in the analysis below.

2.3.3 Role of the Customer

There seems to be general agreement in literature on the role of the customer in 

electronic direct marketing. The role of the customer has changed, as was analysed 

already in the Chapter 2.1.4, for various reasons and the change seems to be continuing. 

The introduction of electronic publishing and printing technologies further enforce the 

continuous process. In general it is agreed that the customer is changing from a passive 

receiver of information into active seeker of information and into active participant 

(Ljungqvist, 1995, 24-25). Taponen (1989, 7) points out that since customer becomes 

more active party, communication needs to be two-way. Furthermore, the existing 

manipulative models must be abandoned and new models emphasising interaction be 

created. Communication should be democrative and based on long-term relationship. 

(Taponen, 1989, 7) The importance of both the content and context of communication 

increases.

Villikka-Storm (1994b, 56) points out that the role of customer changes into active and 

selective. Customers seek information independently and combine it with the knowledge 

already gained and other information. This sets special requirements for electronic direct 

marketing. Communication must be real-time, interactive and carefully targeted. 

(Villikka-Storm, 1994b, 56) In addition to requiring interactiveness, customers ask for 

access to information and services, and they ask for security. Customers are educated 

and smart, and thus demanding. They ask for good service, entertaining communications 

and speed. (Morral, 1995, 21-23). Junk mail is out of question.

For the marketer the change of the role creates several interesting strategic opportunities. 

The customer level of interest is on higher level since he / she can build up the solution
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together with the marketer. The customer can for example tailor it on Internet to meet 

his / her special requirements. (Ljungqvist, 1995, 24-25) At the same time, the marketer 

can better demonstrate the qualities of the product. Interactive nature of electronic direct 

marketing channels creates opportunity for marketers to know their customers better. 

Databases allow storing of vast amounts of information. By utilising databases market 

segmentation is fast and accurate. Marginal groups and niches can be identified and 

exploited. Furthermore, the customer profile can be examined in detail especially on 

commercial Internet where nothing is done without leaving an electronic mark, 

anonymously. (Teirisalo, 1995, 26)

The role of the customer changes from passive to active depending on the channel of 

marketing used (Figure 13.).

Figure 13. Active versus passive customer

PASSIVE CONTINUUM
-------------------- ► ACTIVE

CUSTOMER CUSTOMER

MASSMARKETING DIRECT MARKETING
ELECTRONIC DIRECT 

MARKETING

Massmarketing requires no activity from the customer but traditional direct marketing 

requires some. Electronic direct marketing assumes active customer seeking information 

about products and services himself.

2.3.4 Electronic Publishing as Direct Marketing Channel

Electronic publishing is the digital gathering, processing and distribution of any media 

form, in an interactive way. Electronic publishing brings together publishing, 

broadcasting, computing and telecommunications (Chisholm & O’Callaghan, 1995, 2).
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Electronic publishing is often used as a synonym for electronic or digital printing 

eventhough it does not necessarily include printing of the edition. For example TEKES 

(1996a, 4) gives the following definition: ”Electronic publishing means combining 

electronic publishing and printing in a process where data is presented in digital format 

all the way from creating the data and printing it into paper.”

Electronic publishing can be divided into online and off-line services, off-line still having 

better quality than online. Electronic publishing technologies are improving continuously, 

in addition to publishing text and graphics also voice and video combined to the services 

is possible. In the final phase electronic publishing will introduce virtual reality. 

(Laukman, 1994, 6-8)

Reitman (1995, 82-84) proposes possible developments in electronic publishing 

technology - digitization and compression of signals, development of massive digital 

storage facilities, digital switching, which means addressability - ability to direct 

signals with precision of a telephone to a specific location, and fiber optics distribution 

networks which link providers and receivers together carrying enormous amounts of 

information. Reitman argues that due to the development of the technology 

communication following changes occur:

1. Increased amount of information sent to customer

2. Information customised and delivered on-demand

3. Potential to integrate and enhance cable, computer and telephone capabilities 

(Reitman, 1995, 82-84)

TEKES (1997, 3) proposes that electronic publishing will develop towards mobile 

systems, flat display, digitalization, broad band infrastructure, networks, multimedia, cell 

and package flows, and intelligent agents. (TEKES, 1997, 3)
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In electronic publishing context becomes more important. Packalé (1995, 14) claims that 

due to networking and digitalization not only content is important but context. In 

networks content - so called substance - and context are transferred side by side. Context 

information relative to content is increasing all the time. (Packalé, 1995, 14) Bender 

(1995, 54) agrees and even claims that context of information is more important than 

content.

Special advantages of electronic media are versatile audio and video options available, 

easy to update even real-time, hypermedia links, interactivity, and fast data search. In 

addition, prices of both on-line and off-line media like CD-ROMs has gone down. 

Electronic publishing is also ecological; it saves time and resources. Advantages of paper 

compete with the ones of electronic publishing. The solution is to combine both of these 

into hybrid product. Interactive communications strive for the advantages of both paper 

and electronic media and try to prolong the life cycle of paper media. (Siivonen, 

Antikainen, Södergård, 1996, 36)

Laukman (1994, 6-8) argues that electronic publishing does not replace print as 

communication channel but rather creates an additional option to consider. He claims 

though that publishers must add electronic media to their tool box in order to survive. 

Kaihoja (1994, 6-8) agrees that selling space for ads in magazines has become more 

difficult - competition among different media is increasing since prints are not the only 

way for communication anymore. Survival of marketers depends on the ability to 

develop services in electronic media in addition to traditional printed ads. Advertisers 

need to use several different channels in order to reach adequate amount of contacts. 

(Kaihoja, 1994, 6-8)

Landa (1995, 41) points out that interactivity can also be a threat to marketers since 

customers can select what they look at. In addition, marketers might not be interested in 

electronic publishing since they have to pay for the electronic publishing not customers.
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In Figure 14. Electronic publishing is presented as direct marketing channel. Different 

tools utilized in electronic direct marketing are pointed out. The role of each tool in 

electronic publishing is now presented bearing mind the discussion about electronic 

publishing above. Furthermore, the special qualities of each electronic marketing tool are 

presented in order to compare them with the requirements direct marketing poses for 

technology.

Figure 14. Electronic publishing as direct marketing channel

ELECTRONIC publishing 
Interactive

CD-ROMINTERNET DRTV INFOKIOSK

RADIO PHONE

The electronic direct marketing channels listed above, Internet, CD-ROM - Compact 

Disc-Read Only Memory, DRTV - Direct Response Television, infokiosk, radio and 

telephone, are presented in the following chapters.

2.3.4.1 Internet - World Wide Web

Internet was mainly utilized by research and education until the end of 1980's. In 1991 

Commercial Internet Exchange Association (CIX) was founded in the USA to maintain 

the network for commercial usage. Services in the Internet include email, newsgroups, 

FTP, Telnet, Gopher and World Wide Web (WWW). Lately, especially due to the rapid 

increase of the WWW, the Internet has become more appealing for business and
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especially marketing. WWW is hypermedia network in the Internet combining the 

possibilities of both personal and mass communications. (Tarkkoma, Kolari, 1995, 5-10, 

15, 26) Ability to combine the theory of direct marketing and opportunities arising in the 

Internet and especially in the World Wide Web, has become important if not essential for 

direct marketing agencies.

There are several different ways of doing business on the Internet: developing a Web-site 

in the WWW, sending newsletters utilising mailing lists, emailing, being active in 

newsgroups. For marketing purposes the WWW offers the easiest way of approaching 

customers. (Tarkkoma, Kolari, 1995, 103-104) Other tools in the Internet have their 

limits - they are only text based while the WWW facilitates text and graphics 

communication, and even permits sound and motion video. On the other hand, the 

WWW can be argued to be in its infancy as marketing medium - largely untested, 

unregulated and unrefined. Furthermore, as medium the WWW is currently still difficult 

to target, control and measure. (Silverstein, 1996, 30-31) Nevertheless, the WWW offers 

most potential for direct marketing, especially if the WWW site utilizes Email for 

interactive communication with the customer.

Silverstein (1996, 31) argues that finding information from the WWW is a major 

challenge for a potential customer i.e. prospect. Attracting the right prospect to the 

WWW site is a challenge for a marketer. Thus at first direct marketers use other more 

traditional media to promote the WWW site to appropriate prospects, and then 

encourage interaction. Using the WWW as a response medium can be done in three ways 

according to Silverstein. First, generating leads can be achieved by listing the WWW 

site in directories under appropriate keywords used by search engines, getting the site 

linked to other related sites, and by promoting the site in advertising, direct mail, and so 

on. Second, qualifying the leads can be done by facilitating interaction and giving 

incentives to response. After receiving contact information from a potential customer the 

traditional direct marketing lead qualification process can be followed. Process begins
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with establishing an informational relationship with the prospect on the Internet, utilising 

also other direct marketing media. The goal is to help the prospect to qualify himself or 

herself, to provide marketing intelligence that helps turning him or her into a customer. 

That means gathering information about the prospects by letting them tell about their 

preferences by themselves. The direct marketer should establish an ongoing program of 

regular contacts with the qualified prospects. Third, order generation requires special 

attention from marketers in issues of security and authentication. Silverstein is cautious 

in his forecasts but suggests that WWW site might enhance or even replace traditional 

direct marketing tools like mail order, direct mail, direct response advertising and 

telemarketing. (Silverstein, 1996, 30-33)

The initial contact to an Internet site can be triggered by traditional marketing efforts like 

massmarketing. Website can be considered as massmarketing device. After receiving the 

first information set a customer contacts the company himself by not only visiting the 

Website but by studying it further and by responding to it for example by email. The 

most important outcome for the marketer is of course sales created by Website.

Traditional marketing is mostly mass marketing - the message creation is centralized and 

the approach allows only one-way message flow. The Internet enables simultaneous 

usage of different communication mechanisms. The receiver is powerful, and contacts 

are dialogues and thus interactive. In order to capture a receiver, Internet message has to 

be informative and entertaining, and the communication two-way. (Tarkkoma, Kolari, 

1995, 107-109) Common problem in electronic direct marketing is that most direct 

marketers are trained to send not to receive. Thus dialogue instead of monologue is a 

challenge for marketers. This is important since only in direct interaction with customers 

a marketer can explore what are the real needs of the customers. Customers are 

appreciated as individuals. (Granered, 1996, 1)
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There are several benefits to using the Internet (Morral, 1995, 21- 26). Internet is 

accessible 24 hours a day both for customers and for marketers. It can be easily updated 

and thus it gives customers reason to come back. An interactive customer feedback line 

uses so called mailbot to answer heavy volume of requests for information (Gelormine, 

1995, 65). The mailbot is a kind of postal software robot that reads incoming email 

requests and automatically sends a prepared package of text. Another benefit of Internet 

is the world-wide geographic coverage. Internet is a cost-effective way to broaden reach 

and give information about products and services. Proactive customer is more valuable 

to a marketer than mere passer-by. (Gelormine, 1995, 63)

Marketing on the Internet requires new skills, some of which direct marketers already 

command, including inventory management, fulfillment services and increased delivery 

demands. (DMA, 1997, 6) Digital catalogue is profitable, international way of doing mail 

order. Intermediaries get information about delivery times and stock quantities easily, 

and orders can be done through network (Daun, Markkinointi-info, 1996, 10-13) 

Internet has interactive applications like customer service where a customer can look, 

try, test, order, and pay. Internet enables personal relationships. Two-way 

communication is more believable to customers than one-way broadcasting. (Kiuru, 

1996)

In Internet you can be passive marketer or take benefit from each contact all the way to 

sales. Internet allows targeting and personal service. Marketer can give information 

about the things that really interest customers. Internet enables fast marketing campaigns 

- easy updating. In the Internet it is easy to respond to information requests - after 

request you know what interests your prospects and you can target effectively and 

accurately. (Kiuru, 1996) Internet is similar to direct mail - marketer is able to track and 

measure respond. The target market is known (Morral, 1995, 21-26). Margolis (1996, 

42) agrees that Internet home shopping is another extension of the direct mail industry.
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Silverstein (1996, 33) compares the WWW and printed communications and states that 

the need to accommodate the browsing nature of the WWW user is key issue. A WWW 

sites must be easy to navigate, include only short pieces of hierarchically arranged 

information. Proven direct marketing techniques, such as emphasising benefits and 

providing strong calls to action, should be incorporated into the WWW site 

development. The WWW already has some of the appealing qualities of direct marketing 

built-in - interactivity, one-to-one communications, room for detail, and potentially easy 

response path. (Silverstein, 1996, 30-31)

Silverstein (1996, 30-31) considers Email as a very valuable method of interactive 

communication for direct marketers. However, he points out that since the customer 

pays for receiving Email messages marketers should be careful with the ”netiquette” and 

ask the customer a permission to communicate. Email can be used as additional response 

path for direct marketing, advertising and promotional activities. Using multiple response 

paths generally increase overall response. (Silverstein, 1996, 30-31) In case Email 

messages are sent unsolicited they should be perceived as essential by the recipient. 

Coopers and Lybrand survey on the Internet (DMA, 1997, 3) indicated that 41 % of 

customers are interested in ”advermation” - ads containing detailed information, 25 % 

would like ”customization” - ads targeted toward individual customers, 25 % would like 

”advermarts” - ads facilitating ordering, and 9 % are interested in ”advertainment” - ads 

primarily focused on entertainment.

2.3.4.2 CD-ROMs

CD-ROM in an optical storage medium that has become widely used not only in music 

industry but also as a marketing tool. CD-ROM is efficient delivery medium - it can hold 

more than 400 times the amount of data of high-density diskette in a safer, more stable 

nonmagnetic form. Compared to diskettes CD-ROM programs can be run directly of the
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disc without installing them into hard drives and can contain huge amount of information 

in uncompressed form. In addition, CD-ROMs are the ideal medium for large, colourful, 

interactive programs with sound and motion. As direct marketing tool CD-ROM offers a 

lot of opportunities when used as part of strategically sound, carefully structured direct 

marketing programs. (Silverstein, 1996, 24-26)

As a direct marketing tool CD-ROM is often considered expensive. By structuring the 

disc to have multiple uses the initial investment can be more easily justified. Silverstein 

(1996, 25-26) compares CD-ROMs to printed catalogue and claims that they are more 

easy to update periodically at a reasonable cost and under a tight deadline. Furthermore, 

he points out that in the long run CD-ROMs are easier and potentially less expensive to 

modify and reproduce, and to distribute to customers.

Silverstein (1996, 25-26) suggests that CD-ROM is the best medium for direct marketing 

in the following three cases. First, when the product or service is intangible or difficult 

to demonstrate - customer can interact with the product demonstration and see the 

product function under different conditions. Second, when marketing the product or 

service requires a high degree of interactivity - to see the benefits of the product first

hand in a trial setting, simulated demonstration. Third, when large amount of detailed 

information - both text and graphics - needs to be conveyed. When large amount of 

information needs to be updated periodically so called ”hybrid electronic medium” can be 

exploited - CD-ROM in combination with the Internet. A CD-ROM is sent to a customer 

who is then encouraged to use the Internet to receive regular updates - CD-ROM is the 

”base” resource and the information received electronically is the ”add-on”. Customers 

get the most current data via the Internet instead of waiting to receive a new disc, and 

advertiser benefits by reducing distribution costs.

As direct selling tool CD-ROM can be utilized for example in software industry. After 

receiving the disc customers find demos on it and evaluate the software. They can
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activate the full software program by calling certain service number, giving a credit card 

number and receiving a code to unlock the program. (Silverstein, 1996, 26) CD-ROMs 

can also be utilized as direct response medium. The disc can engage the customer and 

provide an incentive to action. The disc should have build-in opportunities to interact and 

respond - for example an information request form that can be completed, printed out 

and faxed, or a build-in communications software to modem the form. (Silverstein, 1996, 

26).

As CD-ROM is utilized in mail order and catalogues, Gattuso (1996, 6) argues that the 

CD-ROM is more economical to duplicate and mail than a large catalogue. Updating and 

sending several versions of a catalogue per year to large target group is not feasible. As a 

technology CD-ROM is according to Gattuso (1996, 6) a bridge to complete 

interactivity on the Web. Catalogue on the Web combined with toll-free phone number 

to take orders can reach considerable level of inquiries compared to mailing catalogues. 

Furthermore, as postal rates and paper price goes up there must be a way to reach the 

customer cost-effectively - CD-ROM is the solution for today.

2.3.4.3 Direct Response Television

Especially in the Netherlands Direct Response Television (DRTV) has been utilized for 

years. In the USA this technique is already established and is penetrating Europe at fast 

speed. In Stockholm, interactive television and computer have been combined into 

Internet on television - application (Daun, 1996, 10-11). In Finland MTV 3 started TV- 

shopping services in 1992 (FDMA, 1995, 67).

The benefits of DRTV are according to FDMA (1995, 66) fast production of ads for 

television campaigns and fast response from the customers. In addition, the reach 

obtained in DRTV is considerable - ads are usually show in the afternoon before the 

prime time and right after prime time in the evening. Fast repetition and fast decisions
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characterise DRTV. Furthermore, special effects like video and audio can be utilized and 

this enables live demonstrations. For the customers DRTV is an easy and comfortable 

way to purchase or to find out about products. (FDMA, 1995, 66)

FDMA (1995, 66-67) points out that television is mass media. Reitman (1995, 86-87) 

notes that sending unique versions of a message on a household-by-household basis are 

soon possible due to digital technology that divides the signals of television into distinct 

packets for various target groups. The major benefit of this addressable quality is 

targetability - the ability to send relevant marketing messages to specific households.

Reitman (1995, 87) forecasts that television schedules and channels will most likely 

become obsolete as empowered customers select what they want to watch. Any 

commercial messages will occur at viewer’s convenience. Television viewing will 

become an active, two-way adventure with unlimited number of channels. (Reitman, 

1995, 87) Mäkelin and Vepsäläinen (1995, 269-270) note that the amount of channels 

make the markets very narrow and thus resembles direct mail. For direct marketing 

digital television is an opportunity for one-to-one marketing but for general marketers it 

could be a threat.

Interactive menuscreens, personal news and features, electronic shopping malls filled 

with long-form commercials and interactive sessions, electronic couponing, and two-way 

video converzations between home shoppers and retailers will offer a challenge to the 

marketer always trying to deliver relevant messages to a target prospect. The records of 

customers’ interactions may replace more traditional audience measurement services 

entirely. (Reitman, 1995, 89)

Infomercial is a long-form television ad or program-length commercial. Infomercials 

represent a tremendous opportunity to build a database of interested customers for 

current and future marketing activities. (Reitman, 1995, 90-91)
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2.3.4.4 Other Digital Media

Radio stations continue their evolution toward greater personalization and becoming 

important local tactical partners with advertisers. New consumer formats that can meet 

the needs of listeners and advertisers among any geodemographic or psychographic 

group in any number of markets have been developed. Some stations are moving away 

from one exclusive format to two or three formats, depending upon the time and 

demographic appeal. (Reitman, 1995, 87)

In addition to radio, for example info-kiosks and interactive telephone offer new digital 

option to market directly. In interactive telephone services computer and phone are 

programmed to give voice response service that a customer controls by phone bottoms. 

The benefit of telephone services is that it is a 24 hour service. In addition, it is argued 

that response rate by phone is multiple compared to coupon responses. A benefit for 

marketer is that telephone services can be cheaper to them if the service paid for by the 

customer. Further in development goes multimedia that combines phone, TV, and 

computer. In multimedia voice is combined with picture - audio and video possibilities, 

the process is controlled by phone bottoms. An interactive text television has been 

created in the Netherlands - customer gives basic information to the TV and describes his 

or her needs. The customer gets an offer into his / her own television set and can order 

immediately. (Setälä, 1994, 12-13)

A service of Finnish national post office, eLetter realizes the special quality of electronic 

printing - distribute and print, instead of print and distribute - by transferring the letter in 

digital form as close to the customer as possible. The letter is printed close to the 

customer in order to save on collecting, assorting and transportation phases of traditional 

mail. Enterprises utilize this service on billing and direct marketing.
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In conclusion, the above discussion can be summarized by presenting following Figure 

15. This figure gathers together the most important qualities of electronic publishing 

stated in above literature (Chapters 2.5.1 - 2.5.4).

4

Figure 15. Qualities of Electronic Publishing

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING OFFERS
Interactive dialogue
24-hour service
No geographical boundaries
Price/contact low - cost-effective
Company size irrelevant
Updating easy and even real-time
Targeting easy
Audio and video
Multimedia
Easy response paths

These qualities are compared to the needs of direct marketing in electronic direct 

marketing model. Possible synergies and conflicts are presented in Chapter. 4.

2.3.5 Electronic Printing as Direct Marketing Channel

As defined in Chapter 1.5.1 electronic printing means reproducing information from 

computer to paper or some other material as a text, picture and other marks (Saarelma & 

Oittinen, 1994, 34; Villikka-Storm, 1994b, 56). Technology can be applied both in the 

traditional field of mass and target communications, as well as in special fields (TEKES, 

1996, 4). Electronic printing is synonymous with digital printing and non-impact printing 

(NIP) which can be found in the related literature. Digital printing refers to methods 

where sequential pages can differ (Michaelis, 1994, 10).

Printing industry can be divided into two separate technologies - traditional mechanical 

printing and electronic printing. The most popular printing technologies are still in
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1990’s traditional mechanical printing methods, such as offset and gravure printing. 

Customers of printing houses have become accustomed to limitations imposed by these 

methods, and have adapted their business practices to suit available technology. Serious 

limitations of traditional printing technologies are that only large editions are 

economically sensible and that printing is centralized. (Michaelis, 1994, 11) Future 

potential for traditional printing is on integrated communications - as part of combined 

electronic publishing and printing, and traditional printing (Saarelma & Oittinen, 1994, 

35). Furthermore, traditional printing methods can be utilized together with electronic 

publishing and printing in so called hybrid products - combination of printed and 

electronic communications (Juhola 1996a, 48).

Figure 16. Communication flow in traditional and electronic printing

TRADITIONAL PRINTING

MARKETER

I
DM-AGENCY

FILM J I DISC OR FILM

PRE-PRESS
FILM

PRINTER

ELECTRONIC PRINTING

MARKETER

I
DM-AGENCY

PROOF PRINT

PRINTER

In Figure 15. the communication flow between players in direct marketing field of 

business is presented from the printing process point of view. In traditional printing films 

are used. The data transfer between direct marketing agency and printing house in 

traditional printing can also be handled by discs. In electronic printing films are not used 

and the data transfer can be handled either on-line or by disc.
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Electronic printing technology was introduced in the mid 1980's in laserprinters, and 

utilized first in Japan and in the United States (Landa, 1995, 41). The absence of color 

electronic printing technology, and the low speed of data processing and data transfer 

have slowed the introduction of electronic printing world-wide (Saarelma, 1995, 51). In 

1990’s, electronic printing has become a competitor to traditional mechanical printing 

due to improvements in quality and colors of printed matters, and in the speed of data 

transfer technology. The price-quality level of electronic printing has improved 25 % per 

year (Saarelma & Oittinen, 1994,35). Saarelma (1995, 51) points out that the Finnish 

communications infrastructure is especially suited for electronic printing that allows small 

editions in fragmented area.

Juhola (1996b, 14) explains difference between Computer to Plate, Computer to Press 

and Computer to Print techniques. Of these Computer to Print is electronic printing and 

the other two can be considered as steps towards electronic printing. None of these 

techniques uses films during the printing process. This makes the process faster and more 

environmentally friendly. Computer to Print i.e. electronic printing produces one or 

multicolor electrically laid out printed matters straight from computer system. Each page 

and chapter can be different in different products. Products are finished on-line. (Juhola, 

1996b, 14) Mangin (1996, A170) agrees that in electronic printing finishing is performed 

on-line, immediately after printing. He also points out that for short print runs, it is 

economically profitable to use computer-to-print i.e. utilize electronic printing.

As a technology electronic printing is generic i.e. applications are not limited to a certain 

environment, activities and products. Electronic printing technology can be applied both 

in field of traditional mass communications, as well as in special fields. (TEKES, 1996, 

4) Applications can be divided into three categories. First, the high end applications 

where the printing is centralized into large printing houses. Second, the mid range 

applications where the printing is decentralized to print shops, bookstores, libraries,
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schools and even households. Third, the low end includes special logistic and transaction 

applications which can be read visually or mechanically and printed on-demand at 

home and in office (Saarelma & Oittinen, 1994, 34; TEKES, 1996, 4). In addition, 

TEKES introduces electronic printing in special areas like packaging, textile and wall 

paper printing.

In high end electronic printing is centralized in for example in large printing houses, 

governmental organizations and private enterprises. Centralized electronic printing 

competes with traditional printing techniques but can be considered just on time and on 

demand. (Saarelma & Oittinen, 1994, 36-37) The high end printed products are for 

example direct marketing material, and customised brochures for intermediaries and 

customers (TEKES, 1996, 4). The reliability of equipment poses limitations to the high 

end applications. Furthermore, post-press activities and finishing are forming a 

bottleneck. (Villikka-Storm, 1996a, 56)

In mid range applications printing is scattered geographically and even internationally. 

Scattered electronic printing makes it possible to produce same printed matters in 

different places. Mid range products are typically on-demand prints with smaller volume 

than in high end applications (Saarelma & Oittinen, 1994, 34). Scattered printing reduces 

or even write off warehousing and transportation costs since only the amount needed is 

printed and as close to the customer as possible. (TEKES, 1996, 4)

Low end applications represent the most decentralized form of electronic printing. The 

applications include personal printing from computer network in office or at home for 

personal needs. Customers can print for example Internet pages, email, electronic 

newspapers or even photos from the network (TEKES, 1996, 4). Since customers print 

the information needed the number of copies usually printed is one (Saarelma & Oittinen, 

1994, 37). The customer interacts with the system of the network publication producer. 

This poses special demands for platforms and information search systems. (Saarelma &
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Oittinen 1994,38) Low end applications reflect a trend where applications for ‘the 

printing of self-produced material and office printing’ are developing more towards ‘the 

printing of ready material for personal use’. Ready material may include for example 

books, educational material, magazines and newspapers. (Saarelma & Oittinen 1994, 34- 

39)

2.3.5.1 В enefits of Electronic Printing

Landa (1995, 40) points out that electronic publishing enables high-quality and, 

especially in small editions, economically printed marketing messages. Electronic 

printing is considered cost-effective in small editions starting from one copy to couple of 

thousands. Furthermore, electronic printing enables small editions which have not been 

economic to print in color earlier (Siivonen, Antikainen, Södergård, 1996, 27). 

However, it is predicted that further improvements in electronic printing will make 

editions also from 10.000 up to million copies economically profitable (Mangin 1996, 

Al 70). Thus electronic printing can be utilized in most direct marketing campaigns, 

especially in Finland where even the largest direct marketing campaigns reach usually 

only million copies.

Electronic printing allows flexible production of printed matters that can be tailored 

and personalized For targeted direct marketing campaigns tailoring is essential quality 

of printing technology. Furthermore, customer care after sales can be defined by the 

customer type and thus tailored solutions are required. CummuniColor utilizes electronic 

printing in producing innovative and tailored one-to-one direct marketing messages. 

(Juhola, 1996a, 48-49) The special quality of electronic printing - data can be changed 

after each turn of cylinder without slowing the printing process is crucial in tailored 

direct marketing campaigns (Siivonen, Antikainen, Södergård 1996, 27). Nevertheless, 

data handling requires effective computer systems and good planning before the process 

is started.
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Landa (1995, 40) points out that electronic printing enables on-demand printing Even 

single up-dated copy is feasible. Landa remarks that warehousing is not profitable and 

thus small editions make more sense. Just in time production, high-quality color prints, 

and fast up-dating of data are important qualities allowed by the technology for direct 

marketing. (Landa, 1995, 40) Michaelis (1994, 11) points out that economics of offset 

printing are now also available in small editions in electronic printing. Since direct 

marketing messages can be printed where and when needed - warehousing will reduce, 

transportation costs will go down, and no waste due to excess copies is made. The 

traditional model for printing is ”print and distribute” but for electronic publishing it is 

”distribute and print”. Thus prints will be produced on-demand as close to the 

customer as possible. (Siivonen, Antikainen, Södergård, 1996, 28)

Eventhough some time savings occur due to the fact that some phases of the printing 

process have disappeared, and eventhough digital datatransfer fastens the 

communication between a marketer, direct marketing agency and printing house, the 

time advantage compared to offset printing is only couple of hours. It is more the matter 

of offset printing mind set not acquainted with on-demand approach that makes 

electronic printing faster. (Siivonen, Antikainen, Södergård, 1996, 28) On the other 

hand, handling vast amounts of information is much more faster in electronic form than 

in printed form. Time is saved when data is transferred directly from the marketer or 

direct marketing agency via computer to digital printer.

A special service offered by a printing house is to handle its customers via Internet - 

propose offers, receive and handle orders, and answer follow-up inquiries. (Siivonen, 

Antikainen, Södergård, 1996, 32)

The advantages of electronic printing for designers and communicators - and thus to 

direct marketers - are obvious. First, the process is faster- files can be sent via modem
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from the designer’s office directly to a printer anywhere on earth. Second, electronic 

publishing is less expensive - you print only the amount needed, and inventory of 

obsolete printed matter is reduced. Third, high quality in printing - you can test market 

new products and marketing materials in full color. Fifth, electronic publishing is 

environmentally friendly - the process is completely filmless. Sixth, the process is 

flexible - you can order printing on an as-needed basis. 

(http://www.netaxis.com/taylordesign/On_The_Horizon.html)

In addition, through digital imaging, buyers and creators of printed products are realising 

increased efficiency and versatility, quicker turnaround times, as well as, greater cost and 

production controls, (http://www.dpia.org)

In conclusion, the above discussion can be summarized by presenting following Figure 

17. This figure gathers together the most important qualities of electronic publishing 

stated in above literature (Chapters 2.6.-2.6.1).

Figure 17. Qualities of electronic printing

ELECTRONIC PRINTING OFFERS
Small editions cost- effective 
Tailored/customised products 
Fast process 
No films
Distribute, and print close to customers
On-line service
On-demand
Flexibility
Versatility
Short lead time

These qualities of electronic printing are compared to the needs of direct marketing in 

Chapter 2.7.1. in order to find possible synergies and conflicts.
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2.3.5.2 Problems in Electronic Printing

The responsibility over the printing process is more in the hands of the marketers and 

direct marketing agencies as well as other publishers i.e. customers of printing houses. 

(Siivonen, Antikainen, Södergård, 1996, 43) Mistakes in the files sent to a printing house 

are common. Digital files coming from the customers of printing houses are often faulty 

or they have to be altered or corrected before the process can take place. Sometimes the 

printing process must be at standstill. This brings up the price of a sheet of paper. 

(Siivonen, Antikainen, Södergård, 1996, 27) FDMA (1995, 80) gives advice for those 

utilising diskettes in sending files to printing house. Most of the problems occur in the 

compatibility of programs and fonts. FDMA (1995, 80) points out that if a printed 

version of the work is sent to the printing house, the responsibility passes to the printer.

One issue in electronic printing is that markets for electronic printing must be created 

publishing since they are not established and customers must be educated and trained for 

electronic printing(Juhola, 1996a, 50). Another issue is that digital printer requires a lot 

of jobs for one day to pay off since each run is relatively short (Villikka-Storm, 1994a, 

54).

One major technical problem in electronic printing is quality. The quality of digital color 

printers is still lower than that of offset printers. The biggest problems are low resolution, 

high roaring level and the low mechanical durability of printed marks (Villikka-Storm 

1996b, 64). All information should be in digital form for electronic printing. Last minute 

corrections are not possible and mistakes are expensive thus the correctness of data 

becomes an important issue. (Villikka-Storm, 1994a, 54).

High costs of electronic printing have been seen as a bottleneck for wider utilization of 

the technology in marketing but this is considered temporary until competition in 

electronic printing market increases. (Juhola, 1996a, 49). The prices of digital printers,
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related equipment and supplies are still very high (Siivonen, Antikainen, Södergård, 

1996, 27). In addition, maintenance costs add up to considerable amounts since digital 

printers require hours of maintenance per week (Saarelma, 1995, 52). Michaelis (1994, 

13) argues that cost per page will be significantly higher in electronic printing than offset 

for the foreseeable future. On the other hand, he points out that savings in transport, 

collation, time and other benefits from electronic printing like customization make up the 

difference.

2.4 Electronic Direct Marketing Model

2.4.1 Qualities of Electronic Publishing and Printing Technologies and Needs of

Direct Marketing

In Figure 18., p.64 the special qualities of electronic publishing and printing are 

compared to the needs of direct marketing. Synergies and possible conflicts are looked 

for. Synergies found between direct marketing and either one of the technologies, impose 

that direct marketing will use or uses the technology in question. Conflicts found 

between direct marketing and either one of the technologies, impose that direct 

marketing does not and will not use the technology in question. In the figure several 

synergies can be pointed out like interactivity as a quality of electronic publishing and as 

a need of direct marketing. Furthermore, tailoring and customizing possible in electronic 

printing is seems to be desired quality in direct marketing.

The empirical part of the study (Chapter 4.) identifies and analyses the synergies and 

conflicts between direct marketing, and electronic publishing and printing more carefully 

based on the results of inquiry finished in Finland and the Netherlands. This analysis 

points out future opportunities and threats. In addition, the analysis reveals the general 

acceptance and utilization level of electronic publishing and printing.
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Figure 16. What electronic publishing and printing offer, and direct marketing asks for

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING AND PRINTING IN DIRECT MARKETING

\
 DIRECT MARKETING NEEDS

Interactivity

Easy, fast and free of charge way to 
respond
Quality contacts not just coverage 
Cost-effectiveness 
SMEs able to utilize DM 
Interesting messages 
Small target groups - small volume 
Careful targeting 
One-to-one relationship 
Up to date materials and databases 
Testability
Personal and tailored messages 
Measurability 
Action-oriented 
Long-term relationships 
Databases 
Short lead time 
Open communication channel 
Dialogue

ELECTRONIC DIRECT MARKETING
T

PAPER CONSUMPTION IN ELECTRONIC DIRECT MARKETING

ELECTRONIC PRINTING OFFERS
Small editions cost- effective 
Tailored/customised products 
Fast process 
No films
Distribute, and print close to customers
On-line service
On-demand
Flexibility
Versatility
Short lead time

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING OFFERS
Interactive dialogue
24-hour service
No geographical boundaries
Price/contact low - cost-effective
Company size irrelevant
Updating easy and even real-time
Targeting easy
Audio and video
Multimedia
Easy response paths
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Furthermore, based on this analysis estimates on the future consumption of paper are 

made. In the next Chapter 2.7.2 theory of paper consumption is presented based on 

literature review.

2.4.2 Paper Consumption

Based on the results of synergy analysis, forecasts about paper consumption in direct 

marketing can be made. In case more electronic publishing is utilized in direct 

marketing, the paper consumption is likely to be lower and to decline. This is due to the 

fact that electronic publishing is virtually paperless.

Figure 19. Paper consumption in direct marketing after introducing 

electronic publishing and printing technologies

PAPER CONSUMPTION Ш DM

TRADITIONAL LITTLE OR
f PUBLISHING -* NO PAPER N

/ ELECTRONIC LITTLE OR NO Л
DIRECT PUBLISHING -*■ PAPER

MARKETING
INCREASING

LITTLE OR 
NO PAPER

ELECTRONIC 
\ PRINTING

-* MORE PAPER

\ TRADITIONAL 
PRINTING

SAME OR 
LESS PAPER

\ MORE, 
SAME OR 

Л LESS PAPER

In case more electronic printing is utilized in direct marketing, the paper consumption 

might either increase or decline. Reasoning behind this argument is that since electronic 

printing makes also small editions feasible, direct marketers probably start utilising 

printed media in small target groups as well. This could increase the amount of paper 

used in direct marketing unless optimizing print volume to the demand leads to using 

less traditional printing where large amounts of paper are used. On the other hand, since
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electronic printing allows small editions economically also niche markets can be reached 

with traditional direct marketing tools that were not feasible before. This may increase 

paper consumption. It is important to note that since small editions are feasible, the 

amount of paper utilized can also decrease. Direct marketers can optimise the amount of 

paper used and thus no waste is created as is often case with traditional printing.

Paper document growth in the industrialized world is generally predicted to asymptone 

before year and begin to decline by 2005, as electronic document production grows and 

more and more documents are read from the screen. However, predictions on the time 

frame before the majority of business documents or transactions will be processed from 

the screen or in multimedia form vary from 5-20 years. While the number of screen read 

documents will grow, there are also forces stimulating the growth of paper consumption. 

(Silva, 1995,7)

While printing high volume, traditional printing technologies maintain their position 

especially since the printed matters can be digitally tailored afterwards. (EPP Seminar, 

1997) Printing on high volume allows on-demand printing and tailoring in centralized 

printing houses. The electronic printing scattered in schools, at home, and at work, is 

increasing. (TEKES, 1997, 5)

Goldner (1996, 33) argues that eventhough mail order faces increasing competition from 

electronic commerce, there will always be a place for written communications. He points 

out that the personal aspect of written communication cannot be replaced by electronic 

media.

Based on discussion above in Chapter 2. electronic direct marketing model is presented 

in Figure 20., p. 67. This figure summarizes the logic behind electronic direct marketing 

and proposes framework for the empirical part of the study.
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Figure 20. Electronic direct marketing model

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING AND PRINTING IN DIRECT MARKETING

QUALITIES OF : : QUALITIES OF
ELECTRONIC

: PUBLISHING !! PRINTING

SYNERGIES AND CONFLICTS
(5) <S>

NEEDS OF DIRECT 
MARKETING

DM CHANNEL DECISION

\
UTILIZATION OF ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING AND 

PRINTING TECHNOLOGIES IN DIRECT MARKETING

\
PAPER CONSUMPTION IN ELECTRONIC DIRECT MARKETING

Comparison between the qualities of electronic publishing and printing, and the needs of 

direct marketing can be considered as uncoscious every-day act done by direct marketing 

agencies. Agencies make channel decision based on this comparison. Electronic direct 

marketing means that direct marketing agencies utilize electronic publishing or electronic 

printing in their direct marketing mix. In Chapter 4. This logic is followed and tested 

empirically.
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Ш Methodology

3.1 Multiple Case Study Approach

The purpose of Chapter 3. is to present the execution of empirical study. Chapter 3. 

presents the multiple case study approach chosen and the data collection and analysis 

strategies applied for testing electronic direct marketing model illustrated in Figure 20., 

p. 67.

This study can be characterized as an embedded, multiple case design, i.e. multiple levels 

of analysis within a single study (Yin, 1994). Justicfication for this is the nature of this 

study that study combines two topics - electronic publishing and printing, and direct 

marketing by combining two theories into single electronic direct marketing model. In 

order to be able to build valid theory - in this case electronic direct marketing model - 

multiple levels of analysis is required. Furthermore, research questions ask “how" and 

thus propose case study approach (Yin, 1994):

1) What is the impact of [How does .. affect] electronic publishing and printing 

technologies on Finnish and Dutch direct marketing agencies?

2) How do electronic publishing and printing affect the paper consumption of direct 

marketing agencies?

For the purposes of this study multiple case study is especially appealing because it can 

purposively sample, and thereby make claims about, a larger universe of settings than can 

single-site studies (Miles & Huberman, 1984, 37) In order to test the electronic direct 

marketing model, several sites must be recorded and analysed. The empirical part of the 

study was conducted according to the principles of qualitative study. Reasoning behind 

this choice was the lack of thorough theory both in direct marketing, and electronic 

publishing and printing especially in business sense. Furthermore, confusion over
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concepts especially in direct marketing further supported this choice. Thus the study is of 

descriptive nature and uses interviews for collecting data.

Due to the qualitative nature of the study, collecting and analysing data was a continuous 

and flexible process. Theory was gathered, analysed and written down following the 

development in data collection process (See Appendix 5.). Thus the theoretical and 

empirical parts of the study were conducted side by side in a process. (Eisenhardt, 1989) 

The theory of the study is based on literature on both direct marketing, and electronic 

publishing and printing. The study aims at providing new knowledge over the electronic 

publishing and printing technologies utilized in direct marketing.

3.2 Target Companies and Countries

In order to answer the research questions stated above altogether nine direct marketing 

agencies were interviewed in Finland and the Netherlands. The logic behind selecting 

nine companies to the sample was theoretical saturation. This means that when 

incremental learning from new cases is minimal, sample is sufficient. (Eisenhardt, 1989, 

545) The companies selected for the research population were found from different 

sources: Internet, directories of companies given in direct marketing literature and 

address files in the Finnish and Dutch Direct Marketing Association. The special 

knowledge of direct marketing associations helped the researcher to find adverising 

agencies concentrating on direct marketing. Internet search was conducted in order to 

find companies already utilizing electronic publishing techniques. Case companies were 

selected carefully - sampling was more purposive than random (Miles & Huberman, 

1984, 37). Deliberate, theoretical sampling is especially useful for testing a model since 

the approach allows choosing cases which are likely to replicate or extend the emergent 

theory (Eisenhardt, 1989, 537-538).
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In order to analyse the phenomenon from different points of view, interviewees were 

selected both from large international and small national direct marketing agencies, and 

from new - minimum five years in direct marketing, and established agencies. Some of 

the agencies chosen for the population were part of international chain consisting of 

general advertising agencies and media agencies, in addition to the direct marketing 

agencies.

The direct marketing agencies chosen for the population of the research had following 

characteristics:

(1) Concentration to direct marketing tools for at least the last five years. In fact, this 

means that the agency is not general advertising agency or media agency.

(2) Early adaptation of the Internet, CD-ROMs and other digital technology as part of 

the direct marketing mix.

(3) Member of the national direct marketing association - Finnish or Dutch Direct 

Marketing Association.

Some agencies were chosen for the population of the study even though they did not 

fulfill all qualifications stated above. For example one agency was chosen for the 

population even though it was established only couple of months ago. The CEO of this 

agency had a long career in direct marketing and thus was qualified for the sample.

Most of the interviewees were managing directors of the direct marketing agency 

studied. Especially in large international agencies technical management - printing 

technologies and paper handling - was handled by a production manager. Thus the 

managing director was not able to answer some detailed questions about the technology. 

Since the focus of this study is business point of view, limited knowledge on technical 

details was not serious problem.
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Reasoning behind selecting Finland and the Netherlands as target countries for this 

research lie in the nature of direct marketing, and electronic publishing and printing. 

Finland is a natural target country due to the relatively high level of development both in 

electronic publishing and printing compared to other European countries. On the 

international level Finland is a bit behind in electronic printing technologies, compared to 

Japan and the USA but in electronic publishing Finland is among the pioneering 

countries. Applications of electronic publishing in marketing and in direct marketing - for 

example Internet and CD-ROMs - are far more known, appreciated and utilized in 

Finland than in most European countries. Furthermore, the Electronic Publishing and 

Printing Project, part of which the study is, benefits most from research conducted in the 

home market.

The selection of the Netherlands as target country can also be reasoned by the level of 

digital technology available and utilized both in publishing and printing. In addition to the 

well known Indigo printer in Maastricht, digital printing is widely known and utilized in 

the Netherlands. Furthermore, DRTV (Direct Response TV) has established its place in 

Dutch direct marketing media faster than elsewhere in Europe. The well-managed cable 

network in the Netherlands allows effective digital data transfer - the infrastructure is 

developed. (Virtanen, 1996; van Zon, 1997)

Furthermore, the Netherlands seems to utilize direct marketing channels more than most 

of the European countries. The volume of direct mail used in Europe is naturally highest 

in Germany with 5,548 millions of items, the Netherlands being on fourth position with 

1,094 millions of items after France (3,770 millions), and United Kingdom (2,730 

millions). The relative volume of direct mail is second highest in the Netherlands - 71.3 

items per capita per year, Belgium being number one with 85.6 items per capita per year. 

In Finland only 45.7 items per capita per year are produced. Total expenditure on direct 

marketing in 1994 was in the Netherlands the second highest - 185.7 ECUs per capita,
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Austria being number one with 193.2 ECUs per capita. Finland is in this category on high 

fourth position with 119.8 ECUs per capita. (EDMA, 1996, 9, 16)

3.3 Data Collection

In this study flexible data collection approach was utilized. The primary source of 

information was interview data. In addition observation and documentation provided 

additional information. Altogether eleven interviews were conducted each of them 

adding new points of view to the research phenomenon. Interview guide was not 

followed literally but adjusted to the situation at each site. This approach gave the 

researcher freedom to make adjustments during data collection process. It allowed the 

researcher to probe emergent themes or to take advantage of special opportunities. 

(Eisenhardt, 1989, 539) This was essential in order to be able to build theory, test the 

model and gather empirical evidence simultaneously. The research method enabled 

understanding each case individially and yet noticing similarities across cases and making 

generalizations. Qualitative studies call for continuous refocusing and redrawing of the 

parameters of the study during fieldwork but some initial selection is still required. The 

conceptual framework and research questions determine the foci and boundaries within 

which samples are selected. (Miles & Huberman 1984, 37)

Central issue in instrumentation of an exploratory, descriptive study is that data 

collections utilizes open-ended devices and little prior instrumentation. On the other 

hand, multiple-site study requires some standardization of instruments in order to enable 

cross-site comparison (Miles & Huberman, 1984, 42). In this study the interview guide 

utilized was used to remember central issues during interviews. The guide was not 

followed literally. This allowed the researcher to take advantage of special knowledge 

possesed by the interviewee and to ignore topics not familiar. Prior instrumentation was 

modified to explore new leads and to address new points of view (Miles & Huberman, 

1984, 47).
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Loose initial design of empirical study in the beginning of the field work ensures that the 

study remains flexible (Miles & Huberman, 1984, 28). By tightening up the design during 

the field work the researcher was able to focus on testing relevant emerging theories. 

Loose initial framework enabled the researcher to be receptive to local idiosyncracies. 

Yet prior instrumentation of central issues enabled cross-site comparability at analysis 

stage (Miles &Huberman 1984, 28). The research guide remained the same during field 

work but the emphasis changed as the researcher was able to identify emerging theory.

The data collection process consisted of three stages:

(1) direct marketing agencies contacted by phone - companies selected for interview 

based on the criteria given above in Chapter 3.2

(2) material sent to the interviewees to be studied before the interview

(3) interviews

In addition to this interview data gathering four supporting interviews in FDMA and 

EDMA were conducted prior to the field work. This allowed the researcher to test the 

intervie guide and to get advice on sampling.

As this study is of qualitative nature, the empirical research can be seen as a process. As 

the researcher gained more knowledge during the interview research, the emphasis within 

the interview guide changed as the old one got exhausted, which the case study approach 

permits (Miles & Huberman, 1984). The data collected in the beginning of the process is 

rather superficial compared to the data collected by the end of the process. Since Finnish 

direct marketing agencies were interviewed first and Dutch agencies in the end, the 

results are to some extent biased. On the other hand, central issues were covered in all 

interviews due to the use of major questions in interview guide. Each questions had 

several subquestions in order to address clarity and specificity in individual cases (Miles 

& Huberman, 1984, 36). Before actual interviews were conducted the interview guide
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(See Appendix la-c) used was tested. The special knowledge of the Finnish Direct 

Marketing Association and of one Finnish media agency was utilized.

Weakness of the interview research in this study was that in general the interviewees did 

not have time to study the interview guide beforehand. Thus some answers were not 

sufficient to draw explicit conclusions for example about the current level of paper 

consumption. On the other hand, the level of knowledge of the interviewees was high 

and inaccuracy became problem only in detailed questions. Another weakness in the 

interview research conducted was that in some large agencies the interviewee was not 

familiar with the technical management of the agency - printing and paper issues were 

handled by a technical person. Thus it would have been interesting to conduct two or 

three interviews in one agency instead of one. On the other hand, the interviewee was 

usually the managing director of the agency and thus had wide general knowledge about 

the technologies available in direct marketing and about the needs direct marketing poses 

for technology. In addition, his/her future visions in most cases included opinions about 

electronic publishing and printing technologies, and about paper consumption in the 

foreseeable future. Thus interviewing managing direct was most benefitial. Interviewing 

several members of the case company personnel would have increased the costs of the 

research without revealing enough valuable additional information.

Due to the confusion over the terminology and definitions both in direct marketing and 

digital printing the researcher decided to abandon questionnaire as a research tool. This 

reasoning can be further enforced by the difficulties encountered in the studies made in 

the Direct Marketing Project in the University of Tampere (See Puirava, 1994, 180-183; 

Koski, 1994, 35; Majamäki, 1994, 39). During the project it was noted that the 

definitions in direct marketing are not established. In the project some definitions were 

enclosed to the questionnaire but interviewees misunderstood the research questions 

anyhow. In addition, since digital technology can be considered new to most of the major 

players in the direct marketing field the study benefited most from interview method.
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Some agencies refused to be interviewed after receiving the interview guide. They 

justified their decision by stating that they do not posses enough knowledge about digital 

technologies. Refusals reveal that technology is still new to direct marketing agencies.

In order to increase the reliability of the study some secondary sources were used for 

data collection. First, secondary data sources were utilized in sampling. Libraries of 

national direct marketing associations, Internet and phone book were used to achieve 

valid sample. Second, secondary sources of information were used in order to receive 

additional information to support theory. Data triangulation necessitates multiple sources 

of information. Third, statistics to support country selection were received from 

secondary sources like FDMA - Finnish Direct Marketing Association, EDMA - 

European Direct Marketing Association, DMSA - Dutch Direct Marketing Association, 

Mainostajien Liitto - a Finnish advertisers’ association, and Suomen Gallup-Media Oy - a 

Finnish market research company.

3.4 Data Analysis Methods

Analysis consisted of three concurrent flows of activity: data reduction, data display and 

conclusions drawing. (Miles & Huberman, 1984)

Data reduction inludes the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting and 

transforming the raw data, which in this study included field notes and recorded 

interviews. Data reduction beginned already prior field work as anticipatory data 

reduction - initial design of the framework limited the focus of the interview guide, site 

selection ensured relevant and reliable information with little ‘waste’, research questions 

addressed the central issues, and interview as data collection approach, allowed the 

researcher to verify data as it was collected. Data analysis was further focused on central 

issues by utilizing coding (See Appendix 6.) Coding means classifying raw data into 

several categories. (Miles & Huberman, 1984, 56) In this study four general codes were
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used in the beginning of analysis and later on more specific were presented. The list of 

codes was established prior to field work based on literature review and research 

questions (Miles & Huberman, 1984, 57). As codes emerged progressively during data 

collection they were empirically better grounded (Miles & Huberman, 1984, 60). By the 

end of field work over thirty codes were used to analyse the data. In the end of data 

analysis fifty codes were used to ease conclusions drawing.

In addition to raw data collected from interviews the researcher made reflective remarks 

next to recorded interviews. By doing this the researcher was able to address the relation 

to each interviewee and to add second thoughts, elaboration or clarification to the 

meaning of what an interviewee was saying. In addition, mental notes and own feelings 

were written down during field work. Marginal remarks inluded ideas and reactions 

during and after interviews, and suggested interpretations, leads and connections. (Miles 

& Huberman, 1984, 64-65) The researcher was able to build the theory based on these 

ideas in the beginning of field work and test the emerging model later in the process.

Data display is an organized assembly ofinformation that permits conclusions drawing 

and action taking. Since presenting just narrative text is cumbersome the researcher 

utilized matrices and graphs in analysing the data (Miles & Huberman, 1984, 21). 

Displaying the data in matrice form allowed the researcher to do cross-case and cross

country analysis effectively. Data display can be considered as part of data reduction 

activity since the information presented in matrices and graphs is limited (Miles & 

Huberman, 1984, 22). The central findings of the study are displayed at the matrices in 

Appendices 2-4.

Reasoning for displaying data is according to Miles and Huberman (1984, 79) that 

matrices and graphs

a) show the data and analysis in one place
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b) allow the analyst to see where further analyses are called for

c) make it easier to compare data sets

d) permit direct use of the results in a report.

Conclusions drawing in this study is based on profound analysis of the raw data, 

reduced data and data displays. This data was analysed from different points of view in 

order to draw conclusions carefully. By the end of the field work the researcher was able 

to notice conflicts and synergies between electronic publishing and printing, and to 

propose a model for future paper consumption. These findings were further analysed 

before explicit conclusions were drawn. The analysis included within-case, cross-case 

and cross-country analyses.

Within-case analysis involves detailed case study write-ups for each site. It is essential to 

become intimately familiar with each case as stand-alone entity. (Eisenhardt, 1989, 540) 

In the end the data can be displayed in so called meta matrix which includes all relevant 

data. Clustering the data reduction results leads to more refined information and 

effectively summarized main points. (Miles & Huberman, 1984, 152) Cross-case analysis 

assists in checking for representativeness of the sample. By doing this analysis 

overreliance on accessible and elite informants, overweighting dramatic events, and 

heavy reliance on plausibility can be avoided. (Miles & Huberman, 1984, 231) For the 

purposes of this study cross-country analysis was central. On the other hand, no major 

differences between Finnnish and Dutch cases could be identified.

The process of conducting empirical research and writing down theory simultaneously 

required systematical comparison of the emergent frame with the evidence from each 

case. By comparing theory and data constantly the researcher was able to iterate toward 

the electronic direct marketing model which closely fits the data. (Eisenhardt, 1989, 541) 

This kind of approach yields empirically valid theory. The reseacher stopped iterating
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between theory and data when the incremental improvement to the theory was minimal. 

(Eisenhardt, 1989, 545)

3.5 Validity and Reliability

In order to evaluate the quality of the study both external and internal validity, and 

reliability of the study were considered. External validity means that the sample 

represents the aggregate. Internal validity is composed of reliability and validity of the 

study design. (Uusitalo, 1991, 84-86) Sykes (1990, 293) points out that internal validity 

results from strategies which eliminate ambiguity and contradiction, fill in detail and 

establish strong connections in the data. It is important to discover the underlying 

theoretical reasons for why the relationship exists (Eisenhardt, 1989, 542).

Validity means the ability of the study to analyse the data which is relevant to the 

phenomenon (Uusitalo, 1991, 84). External validity in this research was achieved initially 

by using appropriate sample. Relevant and similar cases that replicate the results propose 

general trends in the field of business. Eventhough sample consist of nine cases from a 

niche in marketing field of business, the cases studied each had some special 

characteristics different from others which makes the sample more interesting and also 

representative.

Validity of the research approach and information gathered can be tested by replication 

logic. Cases which confirm emergent relationship enhance confidence in the validity of 

the relationship. On the other hand, cases which disconfirm the relationship can provide 

an opportunity to refine and extend the theory. (Eisenhardt, 1989, 542) In this study 

most of the cases repeated the same results and thus confirmed the internal validity of the 

research design. Disagreements were marginal and based on the exeprience level of the 

interviewee. Furthermore, the special knowledge of FDMA and EDMA was utilized in 

testing the interview guide. This increases the construct validity of the study.
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In addition, in order to avoid misunderstandings each interviewee was asked to define 

central concepts in the beginning of the study. Some expressions were clarified by the 

interviewees in order to prevent false interpretation. Language was not problem in this 

study eventhough in the Netherlands neither the researcher nor the interviewees was 

native speaker of English. The services of an interpreter were not needed eventhough 

provided during each interview in the Netherlands.

Concurrent validity can be tested by triangulation. It is important to have different kinds 

of measurements which provide repeated verification to the emerging theory. The 

reseacher double-checked findings consciously during interviews, used multiple sources 

and modes of evidence - as was described above in Chapter 3.3, and looked at the data 

in many divergent ways. (Miles & Huberman, 1984, 234 - 235) This kind of behavior 

counteracts the tendency to reach premature and false conclusions. (Eisenhardt, 

1989,540) The researcher utilized matrices and graphs to avoid researcher effect at the 

analysis stage. At interview stage the researcher consciously avoided influencing 

interviewees by letting them lead the conversation, and by only pointing out the central 

questions (Miles & Huberman, 1989, 232). Thus most part of the interview was 

spontaneously proposed by the interviewee. This allowed the researcher to analyse 

general attitudes more profoundly. In addition, the findings are thus more reliable than 

they would be if the reseacher had forced the conversation or guided the process too 

much.

According to Uusitalo (1991, 84) and Sykes (1990, 309) reliability means the ability to 

repeat the study in question and to get same results every time. In qualitative study this 

requirement poses a challenge and thus special attention to the research design has to be 

paid. Not only carrying out the research but analyzing the results in non-biased way is 

demanding (Sykes 1990, 312). In order to avoid slip of the memory tape recorder was 

utilized in all interviews. Each interview was listened several times to check In addition,
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after each interview field notes were taken in order to remember general atmosphere, 

interviewee’s attitude and other subjective observations. Verification of data collected by 

asking feedback from interviewees was omitted for several reasons. Most interviewees 

did not want to check the raw data and the reseacrher was not able to provide analysed 

information to the interviewees fast enough to capture reliable and valid comments. In 

addition, costs of double-checking raw data exeed the benefit of verifying data by getting 

feedback. Thus the researcher considered checking tapes several times more benefitial.

The consistency in measurement was increased by purposive sampling. Case were 

selected carefully in order to increase the chances of covering the phenomenon (Sykes, 

1990, 305). The reproducibility of the study is dependent on the consisted 

documentation of the research conducted. In order to enhance the opportunity for 

personal judgements special attention was paid to the data display. (Yin, 1994)

IV Electronic Direct Marketing in Finnish and Dutch Advertising Agencies

4.1 Contents

This empirical part of the study follows the logic of electronic direct marketing model 

presented after literature review in Chapter 2. The qualities of electronic publishing and 

printing are compared to the needs of direct marketing. The electronic direct marketing 

model (See Figure 18., p. 64 and 20., p.67) is analysed thoroughly from empirical point 

of view - both Finnish and Dutch cases are presented. Cross-case and cross-country 

analysis give further perspective to the model. Examining interview results in the light of 

electronic direct marketing model leads to conclusions about direct marketing agencies’ 

selection between direct marketing channels. Paper consumption is estimated in refined 

Figure 17. In addition, the structure of this chapter reflects the empirical objectives 

stated in Chapter 1 :
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1) to evaluate the utilization and acceptance level of electronic direct marketing 

channels - both electronic publishing and printing

2) to analyse possible changes in the direct marketing models and in the role of customer 

due to the introduction of electronic publishing and printing technologies

3) to find synergies between electronic publishing and printing technologies, and direct 

marketing; and point out possible conflicts

4) to evaluate the effect of electronic publishing and printing technologies on the paper 

consumption of direct marketing advertising agencies and direct advertising in general

5) to discuss opportunities and threats that these technologies create in direct marketing

First, in order to evaluate the utilization and acceptance level of electronic direct 

marketing channels, empirical analysis starts from reporting attitudes of direct marketing 

agencies to electronic publishing and printing in general. Second, in order to analyze 

possible changes in direct marketing models and in the role of customer due to the 

introduction of electronic publishing and printing technologies, definitions stated by 

agencies are analysed and basic concepts in electronic direct marketing are presented - 

channels, process, major players and customer role. Third, in order to find synergies 

between electronic publishing and printing technologies, and direct marketing; and to 

point out possible conflicts, the needs of direct marketing are compared to the qualities 

of electronic publishing and printing. Fourth, to evaluate the effect of electronic 

publishing and printing technologies on the paper consumption of direct marketing 

advertising agencies and direct advertising in general, estimates stated by interviewees 

are presented. Fifth, in order to discuss the opportunities and threats these technologies 

create in direct marketing, some interesting examples are presented.

In the end of this chapter the electronic direct marketing model is refined in order to 

crystallize the results of the study.
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4.2 Overview of General Attitudes

During interviews both positive and negative attitudes towards electronic publishing and 

printing technologies were discovered (See Appendix 3.). No major difference between 

Finnish and Dutch cases can be identified. Most Finnish interviewees had more 

experience on electronic publishing than in electronic printing, and most Dutch 

interviewees had more experience on electronic printing. Due to limited research 

population generalizations have to made carefully but anyhow it seems that the more 

experience interviewee had on the technology in question the more positive attitude 

he/she had and the more perspective to future developments. In Dutch cases advanced 

applications of electronic printing technologies were pointed out, for example voice 

response based services combined with digital printer resulting in tailored printed matters 

(Loohuis). In Finnish cases the applications of electronic publishing and especially 

Internet were more familiar and utilized.

Appendix 3. summarizes general attitudes to electronic publishing and printing - both 

possibilities and problems are pointed out. Furthermore comparisons can easily be made 

based on the experience level of interviewee. As stated above there seems to be 

correlation between experience and attitudes. In Appendix 2. the background of cases 

and interviewees is presented. The size of the case company seems to have no or little 

affect on the level of acceptance and utilization neither has the position of case company 

as independent or as part of group any effect on the results. On the other hand, small 

direct marketing agencies were often specialized and had deeper knowledge accordingly 

whereas bigger case companies had more perspective to general developments. 

Furthermore, interviewees in big case companies usually did not participate on technical 

side but concentrated on creative and strategic work whereas interviewees in smaller 

companies had special knowledge over technical applications. This allowed the 

researcher to get many points of view to the phenomena. In general interviewees were
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optimistie about the possibilities of the technology and awaited further development to 

bring more benefits to their field of business.

Even though there is no major difference between Finnish and Dutch cases researcher 

noticed that Dutch agencies seem to inform active customers whereas Finnish agencies 

sell to passive customers. This division reminds the two concepts presented in Chapter 2. 

- direct marketing and direct advertising (FDMA, 1996). During the field work 

researcher noticed that interviewees put special emphasis on the difference between these 

two concepts. Both in Finland and the Netherlands these two concept are easily 

misunderstood and used intertwined. The slight difference in the emphasis and direction 

of communication has little effect on selection between direct marketing channels but can 

have great effect on customers. Zoetelief had experience on both Finnish and Dutch 

direct marketing messages and pointed out the difference.

“I think there might be a difference between what advertisers, clients expect from 

direct marketing in Finnish and Dutch markets. What I found in work Eve seen 

from Finland is that it is more traditional kind of direct marketing. We are doing 

in Holland, the brand building kind of direct marketing. I think we are one of the 

countries in Europe that walk in front, as well as England and Germany. Together 

with England and maybe Germany, Holland is taking a lead. If what I have seen is 

representative of the Finnish market then I think the agencies have a problem. I 

think the level of communication is too low - for part it is junk mail... I think 

there’s no real development in Finnish communication. In Holland direct 

marketing is not selling junk. We say direct marketing is for building a relation. 

There is a difference. You sell something by convincing not screaming.”

Even though this comment might be exaggerating some other interviewees pointed out 

same kind of thinking. Koskinen and Ketola agree that sales is the goal in direct 

marketing in Finland.
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“Sales is always part of direct marketing. Direct advertising is not direct 

marketing since no sales are created. Direct advertising seeks for leads, contacts 

not sales.” (Koskinen)

“In direct marketing the goal is to get measurable response. Sales is response. 

Direct advertising is more informing.” (Ketola)

Every direct marketing agency had utilized electronic printing and publishing 

technologies to some extent. Some of the interviewees had negative attitude to new 

technologies and were suspicious of the possible development of the technologies and 

the benefits they might bring. In general, interviewees agreed that new technologies are 

welcome but several problems were pointed out. These problems are further analysed in 

Chapter 4.5.

In general the direct marketing agencies interviewed are using electronic publishing and 

printing to some extent. They see the benefits of them but also the problems. Here are 

some examples to clarify the level of utilization and acceptance in electronic printing:

”One printing house did a digitalized full color mailing for me. It was good. 

Colors were OK. It is good for small amount of mailings - for 1000 pieces. It 

was cheaper than the traditional way. But for 10 000 you better take the 

traditional. It was a consumer mailing. I did not tailor it - I know it's possible 

and we are doing one mailing now where we tailor.” (Loohuis)

“It was done in one day - we didn't check it.. Or I think our production manager 

went there to check it but also just because it was the first time. It was OK. 

Process was much faster. Traditional process can be fast too - I send CyQuest 

today afternoon and I can get full color at the end of the day.” (Loohuis)

“Right now we are doing all the prochures that have to be changed very often 

with digital. We set up an art database with the prochures and leaflets. We 

change information easily and send it to the printer.” (van Zon)
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“We use digital printing for small editions. We have done some even in color. The 

quality is bearable. We have used that tailoring, personalising but very little.” 

(Vento)

“In small target group where potential is high we can personalize everything. But 

it has to make sense, there is a limit - common sense - somewhere.” (Koskinen) 

“One to one tailor made letter if you could do it in full colors with digital 

printing. That would be something new, of course depending on costs.. If costs 

go down then it would also be interesting for consumer market! But at the 

moment it is only for smaller amounts, for b-to-b. Depending on quality.” 

(Zoetelief)

“You need to be more reactive to the customer needs and wants. For example 

voice response computer where you select different options. And the computer 

sends a file according to your specifications for digitalized full color printer. You 

get tailored prochure next day. Very quick and tailormade. And it is consumer 

initiated ” (Loohuis)

As Appendix 2. summarizes both Finnish and Dutch cases have experience on electronic 

publishing and printing. Electronic publishing seems to divide opinions more dramatically 

than electronic printing.

“Internet can serve as place to find additional information. You arise the 

interest with some other media and Internet will give further information. 

Furthermore, Internet will become interactive and specialized ” (Koskinen) 

“Interactive Internet site is nice idea but Utopian - people visit the site but so 

what.” (Ketola)

“Next Monday we will start marketing on Internet for [an auto manufacturer], 

Internet is one way to get response. At the moment it is more or less for giving 

information. But it will grow.” (Loohuis)
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“We have also Internet site that is produced by us. It's not really for commercial, 

it's more for informing. But in the future also the Internet site will be more direct 

into transactions really. Really a commercial Internet site.” (Zoetelief)

“Internet is an on-demand device. Other direct marketing channels must be used 

to persuade a person to come there. Internet user controls the media. As the 

speed grows Internet will replace CD-ROM partially. Email generates a lot of 

potential for direct marketing unless it is spoiled by junk mail senders before it is 

even introduced to business.” (Kallio)

“We think that especially for us in the last couple of years DRTV has become 

more and more important.” (Zoetelief)

“We are talking about CD-ROM combined with television but that will be the 

first project on creating CD-ROMs for household use. It will take some time 

before there’re enough CD-ROMs at households.” (van Zon)

“There is no response path embodied in CD-ROM.” (Kallio)

“CD-ROM we are not using it. So far we have not used it.” (Zoetelief)

Several needs of direct marketing and qualities of electronic publishing and printing were 

found from these comments - the bold words. These characteristics are summarized in 

the end of Chapter 4.5 where conclusions about synergies and conflicts between these 

new technologies and direct marketing are pointed out.

Based on this discussion the researcher concludes that direct marketing agencies are 

beginning to utilize new technologies and are searching for the channels they accept as 

part of their mix. Since the technologies are still at the introduction stage in direct 

marketing, no major changes can be pointed out in the utilization of traditional direct 

marketing channels yet.
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4.3 Confusion over terminology

As stated in Chapter 2.1.1 definitions in direct marketing are not established. This leads 

to confusion over terminology. In order to prevent misunderstandings every interviewee 

was asked to define concepts central to the study. This policy gave the researcher 

additional information about the priorities of case companies and assisted in analyzing 

the results. During the interviews many points of view were presented.

”Direct marketing is simply direct communication which means that we are not 

trying to change the mind of people but to change their behaviour, influence 

their behaviour When we communicate, we want them to do something, go to 

the mail box, take telephone or get into the computer and visit Internet site We 

also build brands and our theme for advertising is: ‘We build brands directly. ’ 

From my point of view, direct marketing communication should add some value 

to the brand.” (Zoetelief)

”Direct marketing is a way to reach prospects or customers in a direct way. To 

get in touch with individual and make connection into database.” (van Zon) 

”Direct marketing is ‘umbrella term’ to all targeted marketing using different 

media. Key words is direct marketing are dialogue and response.” (Vento) 

“Sales is always part of direct marketing. Direct advertising is not direct 

marketing since no sales are created. Direct advertising seeks for leads, contacts 

not sales.” (Koskinen)

”All advertising can be direct marketing [except for brand building]. Direct 

marketing asks for response or gathers information. The goal in brand building 

is different.” (Kallio)

These definitions repeat the essential characteristics of direct marketing. Response is the 

goal of direct marketing (EDMA, 1996), databases are utilized to store and analyse vast 

amounts of information (Rapp&Collins, 1990), and both media and sales channels 

presented by FDMA (1996) are covered in these definitions. Furthermore it is
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interesting to note that brand building is excluded from direct marketing. As the 

researcher pointed out earlier, direct marketing definitions are not established.

The needs of direct marketing - bold words - are summarized in the end of Chapter 4.5.

4.4 Electronic Direct Marketing Model

Interviewees were asked to describe central functions and major policies of the case 

company - direct marketing channels, direct marketing process, major players, and role 

of the customer - in order for them to spontaneously point out the special needs direct 

marketing poses for technologies. During interviews most of the special needs 

introduced in Chapter 2. were mentioned. The following Chapters 4.4.1 - 4.4.4 

summarize the results and compare empirical findings to the model presented in Chapter 

2. Basic concepts in electronic marketing model are presented to bring out the needs that 

direct marketing poses for new technologies. Furthermore, the qualities of electronic 

publishing and printing can be pointed out from the discussion. In the end of Chapter 4.5 

these points - bold words - are summarised in order to identify synergies and conflicts in 

direct marketing. Appendix 4. summarized interview results of each case.

4.4.1 Direct Marketing Channels

All direct marketing agencies interviewed used traditional direct marketing channels to 

some extent. Some of the agencies were specialized on one direct marketing channel but 

used other channels as well. Electronic publishing and printing as direct marketing tools 

were more or less known to direct marketing agencies. Most of them had tried new 

technologies and some were using them actively.

Direct marketing agencies both in Finland and in the Netherlands in general agreed that 

the most important direct marketing channel for them is direct advertising i.e. direct mail.
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EDMA (1996) agrees that direct mail is the biggest category in direct marketing. 

Koskinen pointed out that addressed direct mail is more interesting as a tool than 

unaddressed.

“We use most direct mail - addressed and unaddressed. Nowadays both of them 

can be targeted.” (Vento)

“Let's say 50% of what we produce is direct mail. We do both consumer and 

business to business direct mail. Second is direct response advertising for about 

25% and other media is 25% - like TV.” (Zoetelief)

It was interesting to find out what the interwievees forecasted to happen to traditional 

direct marketing channels as the utilization level of electronic publishing and printing 

technologies increases. There seems to be no general agreement. This is understandable 

since technologies are still quite unfamiliar and future even more unknown.

“I think direct mail will go down as mailings will be more segmented [and thus 

smaller]. Mail order will stay as most important direct marketing channel.” 

(Loohuis)

“Direct mail will stay most important. Percentage of electronic media used will 

grow but nothing can beat the feeling of getting a nice letter or newspaper.” 

(Zoetelief)

“Digitally does not remove or reduce any traditional direct marketing channel 

but becomes an additional option.” (Ketola)

“Unaddressed direct mail will decrease. Addressed will be preserved but it will 

come more exclusive. Demand for fine papers will increase.” (Koskinen)

As was pointed out in Chapter 2. Mainostajien Liitto (1996) forecasts increase of 

addressed direct mail and decrease of unaddressed direct mail.

Ketola points out an interesting issue in direct marketing. Often different kinds of direct 

marketing and even general marketing tools are combined together in a campaign. 

Silverstein (1996) points out that usually electronic and traditional direct marketing
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channels are combined to get most response. This kind of marketing is often called 

integrated marketing:

“It is more cost-effective to handle hot leads first with a mailing and then let 

telemarketing agency handle the uncertain ones.”

Most of the electronic direct marketing channels were known to the interviewees. The 

general attitude was optimistic eventhough some interviewees had reservations. Internet 

seemed to be the most known electronic publishing channel:

“Next Monday we will start marketing on Internet for [an auto manufacturer], 

Internet is one way to get response. At the moment it is more or less for giving 

information. But it will grow. And you can ask for information about an auto, 

give your specifications, and ask for price. In the future you may even see 

moving picture.” (Loohuis)

Tarkkoma and Kolari (1995) expect more from Internet as marketing tool by 

charaterising it with words like ‘two-way’ and ‘dialogue’.

“We have also Internet site that is produced by us. It's not really for commercial, 

it's more for informing But in the future also the Internet site will be more direct 

into transactions really. Really a commercial Internet site.” (Zoetelief)

“In 1998 in Holland, every household will get Internet connection for free. All 

cable companies have made an agreement to put Internet on their cable. So 

everybody can use Internet via TV-set. The cable network in Holland is 

established compared to other European countries.” (van Zon)

Silverstein (1996) points out that traditional channels are used to promote electronic 

media.

“Internet is an on-demand device Other direct marketing channels must be used 

to persuade a person to come there. Internet user controls the media. As the 

speed grows Internet will replace CD-ROM partially. Email generates a lot of
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potential for direct marketing unless it is spoiled by junk mail senders before it is 

even introduced to business.” (Kallio)

A Dutch interviewee pointed out that this works also the other way around - electronic 

media can lead to usage of traditional direct marketing channels.

“In Internet we are working for one client with dealer network. Every prospect 

that comes to a dealer can be traced - what information he/she wants. 

Information is then printed from database according to specifications, a catalogue 

with information that interests the customer is immediately sent to him/her.” 

(van Zon)

Ketola was sceptical about the possibilities of Internet in direct marketing.

”Internet may stumble into its own impossibility. 99% of Internet users are men 

and 99% of mail order customers are women - these two things do not match. 

Interactive Internet site is nice idea but quite utopistic - people visit the site but 

so what. For image building we have to be in this.” (Ketola)

Daun (1996) disagrees by proposing different kinds of interactive solutions on Internet.

Television as a direct marketing tool seems to be on introduction stage. Zoetelief 

explains:

“At the moment we are in the middle of producing a direct response commercial 

for television. Our target is that telephone should ring as much as possible, in this 

case. [In other cases] there are also telephone numbers in the ads but they are not 

really direct response commercial. The concept of communication is different. If 

you talk about direct response commercials, the whole concept should be asking 

or even pushing to response, either by mail or in most cases by telephone. We 

think that especially for us in the last couple of years DRTV has become more 

and more important.” (Zoetelief)

FDMA (1996) agrees that DRTV has great potential and many benefits. Vento points 

out that television as a marketing tool in general will change towards response
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communication. Koskinen agrees and suggests that for example cable television can be 

utilized for targeting the communication accurately. Reitman (1995) says that unique 

versions on household by household basis are presented. Furthermore, Koskinen 

forecasts that television will be combined with computer - this has already been done in 

Stockholm (Daun, 1996) - and that young people will use it for everything. Kallio 

considers DRTV as on-demand device controlled by the user.

Ketola considered CD-ROM as an additional option to prints:

”CD-ROM does not replace printed matters but may parallel other direct 

marketing channels. [Mail order] catalogues on CD-ROM is too expensive. 

People do not have computers at home.”

“We have made some videotapes that have been put on CD-ROM for clients. 

They use it for the end customer. We are talking about CD-ROM combined with 

television but that will be the first project on creating CD-ROMs for household 

use. It will take some time before there’re enough CD-ROMs at households.” 

(van Zon)

Most of the interviewees were sceptical about the possibilities of in CD-ROM as direct 

marketing tool. Kallio emphasizes that CD-ROM is good for trade fairs and exhibitions 

but sending CD-ROMs to customers makes no sense.

“There is no response path embodied.” (Kallio)

“CD-ROM we are not using it. So far we have not used it.” (Zoetelief)

Both traditional and electronic direct marketing channels are utilized by the case 

companies. The printed matters used in traditional direct marketing channels are 

produced by both traditional and electronic printing - Chapter 4.5 will further elaborate 

on this.
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4.4.2 Direct Marketing Process

All direct marketing agencies agreed that direct marketing process is based on good 

cooperation between marketer and direct marketing agency.

“Cooperation is very important. Direct marketing is composed of great variety of 

details to be handled in agreement. The process is much more complicated than 

general marketing process.” (Koskinen)

“Creative people thinking strategically, and strategists thinking creatively are 

needed.” (Kallio)

In general direct marketing agencies agreed that direct marketing is a continuous process 

and campaign is part of it or one specific moment in the process. Ketola emphasizes that 

direct marketing process is customer relationship where communication is two-way.

“A contact is grown between sender of a message and the receiver of the 

message. So direct marketing process for me is a relationship. If you are married 

to somebody or have relationship, there is never end, it's always growing, always 

in a dynamic process. It should be a dynamic process.” (Zoetelief)

“Direct marketing process is a continuous customer relationship. At best it is 

two-way communication. Customer that “visits” us several times a year is filed 

into a database. He will be segmented into certain type of target group. Offers 

to him are done based on that file - according to his wishes and interests. 

Segmentation is the best way of doing direct marketing. So first we gather 

information, then we group, then we segment.” (Ketola)

FDMA (1994), Lönnkqvist (1990) and McLean (1987) point out that in building a 

customer relationship after-sales care is essential. Reitman (1995) emphasizes the 

meaning of one-to-one relationship.

“It is a process of getting in touch, and learning about people - tracking and 

tracing their behavior.” (van Zon)
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“I understand it as the complete process starting from database, mailing, getting 

response and doing something with it now or later. It is long-term operation - 

long-term relationship.” (Loohuis)

“Planning process begins with defining target group, objectives and strategy. 

After delivery, response is gathered and analysed and put into a database. The 

process is never-ending.” (Vento)

As stated in the theory, one of the first things to take care in the process is to define 

target group (Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995). Koskinen points out that concrete information 

about the customer is needed and customer profile must be defined. Databases are 

important tool at this stage.

“First have to find out who are the customers. We gather some addresses.” 

(Zoetelief)

“Either the client has customer file or we buy outside.” (Ketola)

“Also everybody who reacts on direct response advertising is qualified for 

mailing list. And gets into database.” (Loohuis)

“We buy addresses outside. We plan and build databases that are maintained by 

specialized partners.” (Kallio)

Many interviewees pointed out that testing is essential in direct marketing in order to 

improve communication continuously. Lindqvist (1989) agrees and notes that market 

changes all the time.

“Usually we have also couple test versions - by doing that we try to optimise the 

material sent in the next mailing.” (Ketola)

“For customer direct marketing we test a lot. We don’t need to guess what the 

customer wants, needs, thinks, what appeals to him/her and what works in 

general. We can test in real-life situations.” (Kallio)

Koskinen disagrees and points out that Finland is too small for testing.
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“Finnish market is test market in itself. Testing is not feasible here. In the USA 

the test market is as big as our whole market.” (Koskinen)

None of the Dutch interviewees pointed out testability. Since these comments are 

gathered from spontaneous reacts it might be only coincidence that no Dutch interviewee 

mentioned this aspect.

4.4.3 Major Players in Direct Marketing

In order to point out when and where the choice between different direct marketing 

channels is made and where decisions concerning paper consumption are made, a chain 

thinking is introduced. In Chapter 2.1.3 major players in direct marketing were 

introduced. The interviewees were asked to present these players in chronological order 

- as a chain, and after that point out where channel decision is made and paper 

consumption considered. By doing this the interviewees noticed many important needs of 

direct marketing and pointed out when and where the selection between direct marketing 

channels is made.

“The chain starts from marketers because they are setting up the strategy. 

Marketers and agencies are in the front, and all the others are coming behind it. 

Customer and address file keepers, OK, in the beginning when we are setting up 

strategy you have to find out if we have the addresses to whom we are going to 

send this activity to. Printing houses and mailing services is about in the end.” 

(Zoetelief)

Ketola points out that post office is missing from the major players of marketing figure.

“First you find out customer needs, then comes client who wants to use direct 

marketing, then databases, strategy and planning of the campaign happen in 

direct marketing agency. We choose the printing house. We can print in different 

printing houses - even in Sweden and Spain. We control all areas of the process. 

There can be five different printing houses before all material is in a mailing 

service house.” (Ketola)
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“First cornes marketer, then agency OR databases. No, agency first and then 

database. And then printing houses and/or media depending on what you're 

doing. Then mailing services and fulfillment.” (Loohuis)

“Customer is lacking. (Koskinen and van Zon) Customer comes first, and there 

has to be many of them to do direct marketing. Second is marketer. Third 

customer and address files. In the future these files are not handled by our clients 

themselves but outside partners. Fourth is us. Together with the marketer we find 

the ways to best reach a customer. Fifth is printing houses and sixth mailing 

services and post office.” (Koskinen)

Vento notes that mailing services could be divided into two parts - mailing houses and 

distribution. Mailing houses put the mailing together, and post office or specialized 

mailing service house handles distribution. Furthermore, Vento points out that 

distribution could refer to media in case the direct marketing message is not print.

Customer files are a central tool in direct marketing (Painotalo Sisäsuomi, 1995; Nuotio 

and Yli-Ketola, 1996). Nevertheless, most of the direct marketing agencies do not have 

database of their own but use outside partners.

“We buy addresses. Sometimes the client has it's own database. Other clients are 

in the middle of doing their own database. We have some agency outside which 

we work together with. It also does the administration of database for some 

clients.” (Zoetelief)

“We don't have our own database, only very small one. We buy files outside or 

we get them from the client or we build them. We hire database or address file 

keeper - and they build it for us. I think the address file keepers, database builders 

will become more important, since more segmentation is used.” (Loohuis)

“In practise every action has to give us response and we have to fullfil them. And 

the information we get goes into database that is growing and growing. We
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improve our database continuously in order to improve our marketing efforts.” 

(van Zon)

“Companies have more information inside than they sometimes realize. Many 

organizations are looking at external databases to find new prospects. We say it’s 

easier to sell products to your own customers.” (van Zon)

The choice between different printing houses is central issue since paper and printing 

costs are considerable in customer direct marketing (See Chapter 4.6):

“You use different printing houses depending on the quality you want to have, 

the number of copies, and on the price of course. Sometimes we try something 

different just to what kind of technologies they have and are they reliable to 

work with. Most of the time we have contract with them. We use rotation houses 

for large campaigns - then we use laser printers to customise the mailing. Then 

comes mailing services house who puts it together.” (Zoetelief)

“In Finland the prices are high especially in the services of large printing houses. 

There is lack of competition. Swedish and Spanish printing houses have been 

used also.” (Vento)

“Large printing houses can tailor prints, especially combined with laser printers. 

Some printing houses have full service i.e. the mailing is ready for distribution 

after one printing house without having to use several subcontractors.” (Kallio)

Adding value within an industry or field of business originates from Porter’s (1985) value 

chain model. A value chain is a tool for analysing the firm-specific sources of competitive 

advantage. Competitive advantage is based on strategic activities a company performs 

and the interaction of those activities. The value chains of competitors usually differ even 

though there are several companies with similar chains within an industry. According to 

Porter it is differences among competitor value chains that are the key sources of 

competitive advantage. (Porter 1985, 33) Since value chain as a concept is generally 

known, it was utilized on the interview research. As a concept, adding value was
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understood in all of the agencies interviewed. In the study the concept is used 

superficially as an assisting tool for presenting major players in chronological order. The 

interviewees then explained where their agency adds most value.

Direct marketing agencies generally agreed to add most value in the creative and 

strategic planning of a direct marketing campaign and a direct marketing process. 

Furthermore, some of the interviewees suggested that most of the other major players in 

direct marketing (See Chapter 2.1.3, Figure 4.) add most value in more handling the 

technical side of direct marketing for example printing campaign material and planning an 

Internet service.

“We add value first in the strategy and second in the creative Rest is to me, 

more technical side. For the result it’s 80% strategy and creative.” (Zoetelief)

“We add most value in the beginning but we coordinate the whole process. We 

deal with the strategic part together with the marketer. So we are strategic, 

creative and coordinative. We believe strategy and creative work are the most 

important, that gives most value added to the chain. The rest is organising, 

everybody can do it.” (Loohuis)

Decision about direct marketing channel is usually made either by direct marketing 

agency alone or in cooperation with marketer. In direct marketing value chain agencies 

add most value in creative and strategic work - this poses important requirements to the 

technology. These requirements are pointed out and analyzed in Chapter 4.5.

4.4.4 Role of the Customer

The changing role of customer was pointed out by Rapp and Collins (1990) and FDMA 

(1996) in literature review in Chapter 2.. Some of the aspects pointed out there were 

found during the interviews as well. As customer changes marketer and direct marketing 

agency have to adjust.
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Most of the interviewees agreed that customer is more aware as consumer and knows 

what is interesting information.

“I think the content of communication should be based on what somebody is 

interested in. If I receive a letter about stereo equipment, I might be interested. 

But if I just bought myself stereos last week, I think it's a wrong message at that 

moment. You should try to find out if you're sending this communication to the 

right person and do you know something about him or her. Receiving a mailing 

should also be a little bit fun It should not irritate me.” (Zoetelief)

“Give customers information they ask for not information they are not interested 

in. Customers can decide for themselves.” (van Zon)

Villikka-Storm (1994b) pointed out that customers are becoming more selective. That 

imposes special requirements to marketing messages and thus also to new technologies. 

“Customers are becoming more and more grown up people. They are receiving 

one thousand advertising messages a day. Customers are grown up, they know 

what’s on the market. They are really capable of comparing products and if I try 

to sell a product that is inferior - they don't let cheat any longer. In general, I 

think the customer of this decade can decide for him/herself, make choices, and 

filter out communication. Customer is well-educated.” (Zoetelief)

Taponen (1989) and Villikka-Storm (1994b) agree that customer seeks actively for the 

information he/she needs.

“Customers seek actively for the information they need. He is not waiting for 

information he’s not interested in. Customer will go and find out him/herself what 

is something that interests. He does not want any waste.” (Zoetelief)

“The role does not change [in electronic publishing]. The customer has possibility 

of being more active, to gather information. Active customers are opinion 

leaders.” (Koskinen)
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FDMA (1996) and Rapp&Collins (1990) emphasize the meaning of long-term 

relationship

“The role of the customer is based on long-term relations. Due to digital 

technology customer can react to messages 24 hours a day. This is a challenge 

for us. We need to be up-to-date and interesting Have something new to offer 

all the time. It is important to send messages that interest the customer. No junk 

mail.” (Vento)

Kallio brought up an interesting issue in customer behaviour. According to Kallio 

customers are lazy and comfort-loving.

“Customers control the media, especially on-demand media like digital television 

and Internet. Customers can be active. .. People must be able to be lazy at times. 

Being active and interactive requires a lot from a customer. People want to be 

surprised by unexpected messages. People like to fiddle with mail.” (Kallio)

This is a surprising finding since no such point of view is taken anywhere in he related 

literature. On the contrary, in literature customers are described as active and 

independent in their communication, also marketing.

The above Chapters 4.4.1 - 4.4.4 include many comments and view points about the 

special needs of direct marketing, and about the qualities electronic publishing and 

printing. In order to compare the interview results piece of electronic direct marketing 

model - direct marketing needs - is presented later in Chapter 4.5 refined. Needs found in 

the above field work report are written in bold letters.
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4.4 Synergies and Conflicts between Electronic Publishing and Printing, and Direct 

Marketing

In order to be able to point out synergies and conflicts between electronic publishing and 

printing, and direct marketing, the qualities of both technologies stated by interviewees 

have to be presented first. Electronic printing - usually called digital printing by 

interviewees - was familiar to the case agencies and both positive and negative 

experiences were described.

”We have used it, I think the quality is a little bit weaker than with the normal 

printing. But it can be a solution when you want to be flexible When we produce 

prochures for [a client] and they want to have personalized price list for bigger 

clients. Parts of the prochure we do in digital printing. But we are not really 

enthusiastic about it because the quality is not that good. We have used it for 

small editions of 20 to 100. Color, it’s not optimum - if you look at the quality 

of normal printing then you see the difference. I think there was problem with the 

sharpness.” (Zoetelief)

”Since everything is done with computers the production process is faster. 

Information goes on-line to the client, on disc to the printer and printing houses. 

Small editions are sensible. And [the possibility to] tailor is important. There is 

future [for electronic printing]. We have made some personalized letters, each 

one of them was different.” (Ketola)

“Benefits of digital printing - small editions, tailoring, fast data transfer. 

Tailoring is very important. Digitality makes the process faster and cheaper. I 

can make a leaflet put it into CyQuest, and it will be sent by post to the print. But 

soon it's also on-line. Benefits of digital printing depend on what you want. We 

need both rotation printing and digital. Most important is communication, 

technique is only means of it. I am not interested in techniques. I don't have to 

tailor big mailing about cars to each person. Not now at least not, maybe in the
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future you want it tailored, digitalized one-to-one emailing. But also there is a lot 

of possibilities for not tailor-made, just traditional. Digital printing is only 

interesting in small amounts. At the moment at least but maybe it's changing. It is 

much more expensive than traditional.” (Loohuis)

“Digital printing allows small editions quite cost-effectively. You can for 

example print price lists and change them easily and leave out unnecessary parts. 

In catalogs, you can make them more personal. In case on-line connection is 

established between [major plyers], the process becomes faster. (Koskinen) 

“Digital printing can be used both in b-to-b and consumer direct marketing.” 

(Loohuis)

“The quality level is OK, not as good as off-set but you have to look ate the 

purpose of the printed matter. We use digital printing for small campaigns. In 

the future we will always use digital printing for small camapigns.” (van Zon)

“We save time and money if the film-phase is gone.” (Kallio)

In addition to some problems with quality stated above, other problems related to 

electronic printing are presented.

”Colors in digital printing are not too good. And there are quality problems. In 

addition [electronic] printing is expensive, it is not competitive. Nevertheless it is 

good to have this kind of option too.” (Ketola)

“Since prices are not competitive in large editions, we do everything in the 

traditional way and personalize with laser afterwards. Digital printing especially 

in b-to-b good option; not yet for large editions. Technical problems are most 

alerting. Mistakes can occur anywhere in the process.” (Vento)

“I don't see mistakes beforehand. Computer screen and print are different. 

Digital printing, I can remember the first time. We got it here and it was wrong - 

the file didn't open right at the printer or something. (Loohis)
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Siivonen & Antikainen & Södergård (1996) point out that faulty files often cause serious 

mistakes. On the other hand, it is not always the fault of the file when mistakes occur. 

Sometimes technicians forget this.

“I ‘yell’ that remeber to check, check. Mistakes are a big risk - eventhough you 

check it the technique may fail. Who’s responsibility are the technical mistakes. 

It’s a quality problem for us.” (Kallio)

Direct marketign agencies are responsible for the end result to marketer. Thus direct 

marketign agencies have to carefully consider responsibility issues and choose partners 

and subcontractors carefully.

“I don’t deal with problems. Printing houses do.” (Zoetelief)

”Usually a paper print follows the information on disc.” (Koskinen)

“Sometimes we get proof print we cannot really trust. What I see is not what I 

get. Control by going to the press.” (van Zon)

“There should always be a copy - blackwhite copy of the file, and signature in it, 

to check who made the mistake.” (Loohuis)

The discussion above brings out both the benefits and problems of electronic printing. 

This new technology has clear benefits and appeals agencies yet it seems like the 

technology does not serve its users. Agencies need to double-check their files and still 

mistakes can occur. Control systems are required, responsibility issues arise, risks are 

high, technology fails, human mistakes cause great losses, and so on.

Electronic publishing:

“Internet should be faster and then it will become more interesting to bigger 

client groups. Costs should go down at least up 20 -30% maybe up to 50%!! 40 

guilders per month for Internet connection for business-to-business it’s not that 

bad but for consumer business it is much money. Penetration of computers 

suitable for Internet is still low. The penetration of these techniques should be
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higher and costs lower! Internet should be faster. Moving images are becoming 

possible.” (Zoetelief)

“Internet requires a lot from databases and Tiles. The information we get from 

digital media will be utilized in all direct marketing. Direct marketing is customer 

driven. Updating files is crucial. Speed is required.” (Kallio)

“I think CD-ROM will be an important item to put a lot of information on. 

Many people also like to have something they can touch more than virtual 

information from the Internet. Internet will probably become fast enough to 

transfer large amounts ofinformation.” (van Zon)

Service of Finnish post office called eLetter did not really appeal direct marketing 

agencies. This is quite understandable since the benefits are directed to the post office 

not agency or customer. Transportation costs go down, warehousing reduces and time is 

saved. One of the special qualities of electronic publishing and printing is “distribute-and- 

print”. Eventhough eLetter did not appeal direct marketers as such, the quality can turn 

out to be essential in future communication.

“Eletter? Print closer to customer? I don’t know that. Post office is acting as 

mailing house? What is the difference for the end customer. You receive the 

mailing anyhow. It’s an option where we would have to give up the control of 

the process. If post office somewhere in Holland is producing my mailing I would 

be worried. I wait for it... I don’t see the benefits of it. I mean it’s not more 

expensive to mail a letter from Amsterdam and to mail it from another city in 

Holland. Closer to customer, it’s anyway the same price.” (Zoetelief)

”Eletter is dead if it does not develop further. We have not used it. In direct 

marketing you have to be able to ‘scratch’.” (Ketola)

“Eletter is fast. There are other media even faster. We use it very little.” (Kallio) 

”It’s no use. On the contrary, who controls what is printed.” (Ketola)
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On the above discussion several synergies and conflicts between direct marketing, and 

electronic publishing and printing technologies were pointed out. Appendix 4. 

summarized the major findings of the empirical research.

Figure 16. concluded the corresponding points for the theory part of the study. Keeping 

this figure in mind following major synergies between direct marketing and the digital 

technology are suggested.

1. Direct marketing targets its messages more and more carefully. Thus target groups 

become smaller. Electronic printing allows producing small editions cost-effectively. For 

large editions traditional printing methods are more feasible.

2. The goal of direct marketing is to receive response from customers. In addition, direct 

marketing calls for interactivity and dialogue in its channels. Electronic publishing offers 

easy response paths 24 hours a day, interactivity and dialogue.

3. Direct marketing messages are usually personalized and tailored as far as feasible. 

Electronic printing allows each printed product to be tailored.

4. Direct marketing needs up to date materials to keep up with the interest of a 

customer. Both electronic publishing and printing allow easy and fast updating of 

information.

5. Direct marketing tries to establish long-term one-to-one relatioship with the 

customer. Electronic publishing enables one-to-one contacts via network, and electronic 

publishing can produce tailored messages.

The major conflicts between direct marketing, and electronic publishing and printing can 

be pointed out.

1. The quality of the printed matters is not as good in electronic printing as it is in 

traditional printing.
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2. Electronic printing is expensive. In small editions the costs of the technology are less 

than in traditional printing. In large editions electronic printing is not sensible to use.

3. Mistakes are expensive. Eventhough the files sent to the printing house from direct 

marketing agency are correct, there might be some differences in the programs used in 

the agency and in the printer. In order to check the process, proof print are used. It was 

stated that proof prints are not always reliable.

4. Technology does not serve the needs of direct marketing. Instead direct marketing 

might easily become technology driven where technical issues limit creativity.

5. Electronic publishing channels are not established yet. Most households do not have 

the required equipment yet.

6. Speed of data transfer is not as good as it should be for effective direct marketing for 

example for catalogs on the Internet. Furthermore, CD-ROM does not include response 

path which in most cases is essential for direct marketing.

7. Electronic publishing is still expensive to maintain for a marketer.

4.6 Paper Consumption

As stated above, no major changes can be identified in the paper consumption so far. 

Figure 21. Paper consumption in direct marketing according to 

Finnish and Dutch direct marketing agencies

PAPER CONSUMPTION IN DIRECT MARKETING

DIRECT
MARKETING
INCREASING

TRADITIONAL LITTLE OR
PUBLISHING -* NO PAPER

LITTLE OR
* NO PAPER

ELECTRONIC LITTLE OR NO /
PUBLISHING -*■ PAPER

ELECTRONIC -* MORE PAPER 
PRINTING SAME OR LITTLE

TRADITIONAL LESS PAPER Л
LESS PAPER

PRINTING
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Less paper is utilized in traditional printing but the reduction is most likely to be 

overcome by the increase in the use of paper in electronic printing. Eventhough the 

results as such do not seem to give comprehensive picture of the situation, the Figure 

21., p. 106 can be utilized to observe changes occurring in the market and to forecast 

paper consumption. Compared to the Figure 19., p. 65 this figure points out that direct 

marketing agencies in general believe that paper consumption in traditional priting will 

decline somewhat. Thus also the total consumption of paper in direct marketing will 

decrease. It should be noted that the estimates given by the agencies were subjective. 

Following discussion over paper consumption further illustrates the current situation.

Direct marketing agencies agreed that the most paper consuming direct advertising 

channel is direct mail.

“(Most paper is used) in direct mail, absolutely. Let’s say direct mail is about 

60% of all paper costs." (Zoetelief)

“Most paper is used in mail order - including catalogs, and direct mail.” 

(Loohuis)

“Paper is used in direct mail, mail order, and print media [i.e. in direct response 

advertising].” (Kallio)

Most of the interviewees maintained that paper consumption does not change due to 

digital technologies i.e. electronic printing and publishing.

”Digitality does not remove or reduce [the use of] printed matters.” (Ketola) 

“Internet will not replace communication on paper. Percentage of electronic 

media used will grow in the future of course but nothing can beat the feeling of 

getting a fine letter or newspaper and put it on your desk with cop of coffee. To 

me there is difference in reading the newspaper on computer screen" (Zoetelief) 

“Electronic publishing is on-demand device. It will never replace printed media. It 

is not unexpected!” (Kallio)
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“If we do more one-to one communication with less waste, then the paper 

consumption will of course go down. If we propose to a client that they can do 

Internet instead of mailing then paper consumption will go down.” (Zoetelief) 

“Paper consumption will go down. We will send out less paper. Less and less 

mailings to the whole population. More segmented. More narrow target groups. 

Technology makes it possible to select more specialized database.” (Loohuis)

“I don’t believe the forecast that paper will disappear from everywhere else 

except toilet. People value printed media.” (Koskinen)

“Paper consumption will stay the same. People can also print at home if they 

want. Direct mail will never vanish.” (Vento)

Direct marketing agencies agree that decisions concerning paper and printing are done 

early in the process, usually when strategy is states or creative people suggest their 

solution.

”Creative has some influence on paper choice. Sometimes it depends on the costs 

what kind of paper we want to use. Weight of mailing and postal rates affect the 

choice. We use different paper for different mailing. For 80% we are using 

regular paper. And 20% special effect.” (Zoetelief)

”We propose paper to client at the concept stage (stages being strategy stage- 

concept stage-production stage-evaluation)” (Zoetelief)

“If we do creative proposal for a mailing we sometimes give advice immediately 

about paper. Sometimes it's special paper. Sometimes just normal paper. So 

sometimes we agree on paper in the strategic stage.” (Loohuis)

“Direct marketing agency discusses the paper with the printing house. Agency 

reports to the strategic people why they want to use certain paper. Marketers are 

not daily ocupied in thinking about paper usage.” (van Zon)

In order to evaluate the amounts of paper used in direct marketing, paper consumption 

per campaign was inquired.
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“Addressed mailings we send to approximately 10 000 to 20 000 people. But 

now we are doing one addressed mailing in telecommunications which is to 6 

million people. Often addressed is used for 500 to 200 mailings.” (Loohuis)

“If we, let’s say have 500 000 mailing pieces to send out, then we try to buy our 

paper two months in front. Because delivery times can be a problem. So we try to 

think paper already at creative development stage. As soon as it is agreed with 

the client, we buy the paper.” (Zoetelief)

“Most of the time we are doing mailings with 5 000 to 10 000 copies because we 

try to send it as selected as possible.” (van Zon)

“80 % of our costs is printing. Paper amounts to 30% of the printing costs.” 

(Koskinen)

Environmental concerns seem to affect at least Dutch direct marketing agencies:

“We use mostly chloride free, ecologically friendly paper. People are concerned 

about nature. The client wants to be aware of using recycled paper. And 

customers are interested too.” (van Zon)

4.7 Future Prospects in Electronic Direct Marketing Electronic Direct Marketing

Following comments give some picture of the general attitudes in direct marketing. 

Some comments show concern and some are optimistic.

”Segmentation, and more precise targeting is important in direct marketing and 

marketing in general.” (Ketola)

“Digital media will penetrate the market and reduce some of the traditional direct 

marketing channels. In general direct marketing is increasing - the space comes 

from general advertising that is decreasing.” (Vento)

“Creative aspects will become more important..” (Loohuis)

“If you let the technology dominate - you are technology driven, the technology 

will determine what you can do, what is the most important thing for the 

technical preparation and distribution ofinformation. What the technology can do
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and what not. You end up doing standard stuff] Most important thing is the 

customer, what appeals him/her. Human needs and want must come first. 

Technology will bend. First you should consider your solutions and then look for 

appropriate technology to carry it out.” (Kallio)

“Most important, it should work without any mistakes. Communication is 

number one. Digital printing is only technique. It could add some value to the 

relation but it’s still just a technique. Real value should come from what you are 

offering, what you are telling people, what kind of feeling they have about a 

print.” (Zoetelief)

“The amount of money spent in traditional ways of communicating will not grow 

as fast - it will stay at an equal level. The growth will come from new media. 

Overall direct marketing will grow.” (van Zon)

“It will take a long period to get customers used to the digital media.” (van Zon) 

“Direct marketing will be specialized. I think there will be less massmarketing.” 

(van Zon)

“It is funny to talk about reduction of massmarketing. It has been reduced ever 

since ancient Egyptians..” (Koskinen)

“The customer can select when and what messages he/she reads or looks at. 

Several new ways of responding exists. It is important to follow the progress but 

be sensible. You shouldn’t get carried away with these new possibilities.” 

(Vento)

“I don’t think that people want to specify everything they get beforehand. People 

like surprises. Unless this new generation really is drowned by the information 

flow - and only wants to know about things he/she specifies.”

Zoetelief brought up an interesting point of view to utilising electronic media in direct 

marketing:
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“There is the possibility of adban for cigarettes. And then direct marketing, 

communicating with your existing clients, will become more and more important. 

It's the only way of communicating then.”

Investments done have to be considered carefully. What changes are for real, sustainable, 

and what temporary. One consideration is also when to invest - now or after the next 

generation of technologies.

“Money is problem. We have to invest in order to save.” (Koskinen)

Common concern in the Netherlands is understandable the lack of trees for paper 

making. Thus van Zon suggested that another way of producing paper will have to be 

found.

These future prospects summarise the general attitude in the market. Direct marketing 

agencies are ready for changes. On the other hand, they are cautious to run into any 

conclusion yet about the new technologies. Agencies have adapted to some of the 

changes already and are waiting to see what happens next.

In Figure 22., p. 112 the electronic direct marketing model presented in Chapter 2. is 

refined to include the interview data and to summarize major findings. As can be seen 

from the model no major changes compared to the model based on literature review is 

done. Thus empirical part of the study seems to confirm the theory.

It is important to note that utilization of electronic publishing and printing in direct 

marketing is increasing. Yet the ability of the technologies to serve direct marketing is 

limited. Several problems and conflicts were pointed out and shoul be considered 

carefully. All interviewees agreed that there is demand for new publishing and printing
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Figure 22. Electronic direct marketing model refined by Finnish and Dutch direct

marketing agencies

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING AND PRINTING IN DIRECT MARKETING

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING OFFERS
Interactive dialogue
24-hour service
No geographical boundaries
Updating easy and even real-time
Targeting easy
Audio and video
Multimedia
Easy response paths

ELECTRONIC PRINTING OFFERS
Small editions cost- effective
Tailored/customised products
Fast process
No films
On-line service
On-demand
Flexibility
Short lead time

DIRECT MARKETING NEEDS 
Interactivity
Easy, fast and free of charge way to 
respond
Quality contacts not just coverage
Cost-effectiveness
Interesting messages
Small target groups - small volume
Careful targeting
Up to date materials and databases 
Personal and tailored messages 
Action-oriented 
Long-term relationships 
Databases 
Short lead time 
Dialogue

i
ELECTRONIC DIRECT MARKETING: 

MORE SERVICE NEEDED

i
UTILIZATION OF ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING AND 

PRINTING TECHNOLOGIES IN DIRECT MARKETING 
IS INCREASING 

technologies but they need to develop further to really satisfy the needs of direct 

marketing.
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V Summary and Conclusions

5.1 Summary and Maj or Findings

The theoretical objectives of the study were:

1) to describe and analyse traditional direct marketing model

2) to describe and analyse traditional direct marketing channels

3) to develop electronic direct marketing model based on the basic concepts and 

rules given in the traditional direct marketing model

4) to describe and analyse electronic direct marketing channels

5) to analyse the role of the customer both in the traditional and electronic direct 

marketing

In the theoretical part of the study, the basic models and concepts of direct marketing 

were introduced as a basis for the electronic direct marketing model. The channels of 

electronic direct marketing consist of electronic publishing and printing. Electronic 

publishing includes the Internet, CD-ROMs, DRTV and other digital media. Electronic 

printing consists of traditional direct marketing channels printed digitally. Each of these 

channels were described and analysed in order to find special qualities of electronic 

publishing and printing. Furthermore, direct marketing models were described and 

analysed in order to identify special needs that direct marketing poses for technology.

The empirical objectives of the study were:

6) to evaluate the utilization and acceptance level of electronic direct marketing 

channels - both electronic publishing and printing

7) to analyse possible changes in the direct marketing models and in the role of 

customer due to the introduction of electronic publishing and printing 

technologies
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8) to evaluate the effect of electronic publishing and printing technologies on 

the paper consumption of direct marketing advertising agencies and direct 

advertising in general

9) to find synergies between electronic publishing and printing technologies, and 

direct marketing; and point out possible conflicts

10) to discuss opportunities and threats that these technologies create in direct 

marketing

The empirical part of the study was conducted by interviews. Altogether nine direct 

marketing agencies were interviewed in Finland and the Netherlands. In addition, four 

supportive interviews were conducted prior filed work. The purpose of the research was 

to identify synergies and conflicts between electronic publishing and printing technology, 

and direct marketing, and from that basis to draw conclusions about direct marketing 

channel decision. In order to find synergies and conflicts, the qualities of both electronic 

publishing and printing were identified and analysed. On the other hand the requirements, 

the needs direct marketing poses for technology were stated. The qualities and needs 

were then compared to each other in order to identify possible synergies and conflicts. 

This analysis pointed out the major benefits of each electronic direct marketing channel. 

It was concluded that several synergies and conflicts between direct marketing, and 

electronic publishing and printing affect the channel decision. In addition, the general 

utilization and acceptance level of electronic direct marketing channels was reported 

based on the interview data in order to propose what electronic direct marketing 

channels would most likely be used.

Furthermore, based on the channel decision made conclusions about paper consumption 

in direct marketing can be presented. It was noted that electronic publishing uses little or 

no paper. In case the direct marketing channel selected is more often electronic 

publishing, paper consumption is likely to decrease. In case the channel selected is more 

often electronic printing, the paper consumption can either increase or decrease. This is
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due to the fact that electronic printing allows small editions cost-effectively. This may 

lead to more paper used in case direct marketing will start utilising more print media also 

in small volumes in addition to large editions. On the other hand, cost-effective small 

editions may lead to using less large editions and optimising the paper usage. Thus the 

paper consumption is more likely to decrease.

Based on the findings of the interview research it is impossible to conclude anything 

definitive about the channels used. The decision depends on the needs of a marketer that 

should match with the synergies stated above. On the other hand, the conflicts stated 

above may affect some agencies and marketers more than others. Thus the channel 

decison is dependent on several issues. The above analysis illustrates the issues that have 

to be taken into account while making the decision. Furthermore, in order to be able to 

forecast paper consumption a simple model was presented to analyse the effect of 

channel decision to paper usage.

Compared to prior research this study illustrates many underlying issues on the field of 

direct marketing from technological point of view. On the other hand, this study gives 

business perspective to the prior research done in electronic publishing and printing.

One of the major findings of the study was that there are considerable synergies between 

direct marketing, and electronic publishing and printing. Direct marketing tries to 

segment its customers carefully and target direct marketing messages as accurately as 

possible. The more segmented the target group is the smaller volumes are required for 

example mailings. In addition, the more targeted the mailing is the more tailored the 

message. Electronic printing allows small editions cost-effectively and each one of the 

printed products can be tailor-made. Eventhough this is considered expensive, the 

possibilities are enormous. At this point a word of caution was offered not to get carried 

away with the technology.
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Another important finding of the study was that electronic publishing and printing 

technology does not serve the needs of direct marketing in some levels. The process of 

planning and implementing a direct marketing campaign tends to be technology driven, 

instead of creativity and strategy driven. Direct marketing adds most value in the creative 

and strategic planning of a direct marketing campaign. Thus technology poses constrains 

to direct marketing.

5.2 Managerial Implications

The empirical analysis of nine Finnish and Dutch direct marketing agencies revealed that 

there are lot of opportunities arising on the technical side for direct marketing. Direct 

marketers and other marketers as well should evaluate the means of communication 

today and outline the objectives for future direct marketing communication. Based on 

that analysis they should agree on starting a continuous direct marketing process with a 

direct marketing agency. By starting direct marketing process marketers learn about their 

customers and target group, and can thus optimise their future communication. Future 

communication should consist of a sensible mix of both electronic and traditional 

communications.

Direct marketing agencies should be more open for technologies in a way that they could 

also influence the development new technologies according to their needs. Cooperation 

between technical people should be started - being creative does not benefit if the 

creative solutions are impossible to implement.

As part of Electronic Publishing and Printing Project this study aimed to illustrate the 

needs direct marketing poses for electronic publishing and printing technologies. The 

project should take stand on the quality and cost issues pointed out as conflicts between 

the qualifications of the technology and the needs of direct marketing. Furthermore, the
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project should notify the lack of concern for the mistakes occurring during transferring 

data, and printing direct marketing material. Nobody wants to take responsibility over 

the mistakes but generally accepted principles could make the position of direct 

marketing agency more tolerable. After all, they are one of the ‘customers of the project’

i.e. future utilizes of the technology.

5.3 Suggestions for further Research

One of the limitations of this study is that it concentrates on consumer direct marketing. 

It would be interesting to study the implications of the technology on business-to- 

business side as well. It was noted in the study that electronic printing presents 

considerable benefits for business-to-business direct marketing especially since usually 

the target group is considerably smaller than in consumer market. Electronic printing can 

cost-effectively produce direct marketing material for business-to-business. Furthermore, 

tailoring is especially crucial issue in business-to-business. In addition, on-demand 

services and ‘distribute-and-print’ -qualities seem to useful for business-to-business.

Another limitation of the study was to concentrate solely on direct marketing instead of 

notifying it as part of for example integrated or relationship marketing. Especially 

interesting would be to study direct marketing as part of database marketing since 

databases are central issue also in electronic printing and publishing. For example 

databases enable fast updating of old material.

Especially beneficial for the Electronic Publishing and Printing Project would be to post 

another student to continue from my research, direct marketing as general topic. During 

the process of conducting this study the researcher noticed that group meetings with 

representatives from different fields of related business would be most beneficial. The 

representatives could be the project manager, technical specialists, direct marketing 

specialists, and printing house representatives.
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Another fruitful area for research could be to analyse paper consumption in more detail 

that was possible in this study. Quantitative analysis could further enlighten the principles 

the researcher found for paper consumption. As this study is not able to forecast paper 

consumption more than just by revealing the underlying principles, it would be beneficial 

to do more thorough analysis.

The objectives of the study were reached up to satisfactory level eventhough some 

questions still remain open for discussion. The findings of the study can be used as a tool 

for forecasting the utilization level of electronic publishing and printing technologies in 

direct marketing agencies and in direct marketing field of business in general.
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APPENDIX la.

HAASTATTELURUNKO

Perustiedot

Yritys - nimi, koko, tarkka toimiala
Haastateltava - nimi, asema yrityksessä, työsuhteen pituus, aikaisemmat alaan liittyvät työpaikat
Aika ja paikka
Kieli

Määritelmät

1. Miten määrittelisitte suoramarkkinoinnin
- suoramarkkinoinnin osa-alueet sekä keinot/kanavat, ja niiden suhteellinen osuus 
yrityksessänne

- suoramarkkinointiprosessi
- mikä on myyjän (client) ja asiakkaan (customer) rooli 

suoramarkkinointiprosessissa

2. Suoramarkkinoinnin toimialakuvaus
- mitä ja millaisia yrityksiä tai muita organisaatioita toimialalla
- arvoketju

Paperin käyttö

3. Missä ja kuinka paljon suoramarkkinoinnissa käytetään paperia
- toimialalla arvoketjussa
- tässä yrityksessä
- suoramarkkinointiprosessissa
- mitkä suoramarkkinoinnin kanavat/keinot käyttävät eniten paperia 

Digitaalisuus

4. Mitä on digitaalisuus

5. Kuinka yrityksenne käyttää/tulee käyttämään digitaalisuutta hyväkseen

6. Kuinka suoramarkkinoinnin kanavat/keinot muuttuvat digitaalisuuden johdosta
- suhteelliset osuudet
- suoramarkkinointiprosessi
- myyjän ja asiakkaan roolin muutos

7. Kuinka käytätte hyväksenne digitaalisuuden luomia mahdollisuuksia
- tiedon helppo, jatkuva ja nopea päivittäminen
- personointi ja räätälöinti
- pienet painokset
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Digitaalisuus ja paperin käyttö

8. Kuinka digitaalisuus vaikuttaa paperin käyttöön toimialalla arvoketjun eri vaiheissa sekä yrityksenne 
sisällä

9. Kuinka digitaalisuus vaikuttaa käyttämiinne tulostus/painopalveluihin

10. Mitä ongelmia digitaalisuudesta on aiheutunut/aiheutuu
-yrityksellenne
- toimialalle
- myyjälle (client) ja asiakkaille (customer)

11. Kuinka yrityksenne on reagoinut ongelmiin/tulee reagoimaan

12. Muita kommentteja
- skenaarioita, kustannusvaikutuksia, jne.

APPENDIX Ib.

INTERVIEW GUIDE

Background information
Company - name, size, field of business 
Interviewee - name, position, former occupations 
Time and place 
Language

Definitions
1. How would you define direct marketing

- definition used by your company
- direct marketing media/channels and their relative importance in your company
- direct marketing process

2. Direct marketing as a field of business
- major players in direct marketing
- direct marketing value chain

Paper consumption
3. How much paper is consumed

- in direct marketing value chain
- in your company
- in direct marketing process
- in different direct marketing media/channels

4. What kind of papers does your company use for different direct marketing media/channels

Digitality/clcctronic publishing
5. What is digitality and electronic publishing
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6. How does your company utilize / will utilize digital technology and possibilities arising form electronic 
publishing

7. Will digitality/electronic publishing cause changes - what kind of changes
- in direct marketing media/channels
- in value chain
- in direct marketing process
- in die process of creating DM message, transferring, printing and publishing it

Digitality and paper consumption
8. How does / will digitally affect paper consumption in direct marketing value chain, in your company, in 
direct marketing process, in direct marketing media/channels

- amount of paper consumed - effect on costs
- different kinds of paper consumed

9. What printing and publishing services does your company utilize

10. What problems digitality causes / might cause

11. How have you taken diese problems into account

12. Other comments

APPENDIX lc. 

My address

Direct Marketing Agency 

Dear Sirs,

I drank you for the opportunity to conduct interview about direct marketing in your company. As 
mentioned on telephone I am a student of the Helsinki School of Economics and Business 
Administration. This interview is part of my thesis - empirical research. I have already conducted some 
interviews in Finland, and I plan to conduct five interviews in the Netherlands. I received your contact 
information from DMSA, the direct marketing association of the Netherlands.

The interview quide enclosed covers all major topics of the interview. Some more detailed questions and 
topics will be covered during the actual interview. My estimate is that the interview will take about one 
hour.

In case you have any questions relating to this interview, do not hesitate to contact me in the residence .. 
Phone number there is ...

Looking forward to interviewing you.

Yours sincerely,
Tuija Kinnunen
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APPENDIX 6.

List of codes

Electronic publishing
EPUB: Interactive communication
EPUB: 24-hour service
EPUB: No geographical boundaries
EPUB: Price/contac low - cost-effective
EPUB: Company size irrelevant
EPUB: Updating easy and real-time
EPUB: Targeting easy
EPUB: Audio and video
EPUB: Multimedia
EPUB: Easy response paths

EPUB: Possibilities 
EPUB: Problems
EPUB: Technology serves DM needs

Electronic printing
EPRI: Small editions cost-effective
EPRI: Tailored/customized products
EPRI: Fast process
EPRI: No films
EPRI: Distribute-and-print close to customers
EPRI: On-line service
EPRI: On-demand
EPRI: Flexibility
EPRI: Versatility
EPRI: Short lead time

EPRI: Possibilities 
EPRI: Problems
EPRI: Technology serves DM needs

Direct marketing
DM: Interactivity
DM: Easy, fast and cheap way to response
DM: Quality contacts not just coverage
DM: Cost-effectiveness
DM: SMEs able to utilize DM
DM: Interesting messages
DM: Small target groups
DM: Careful targeting
DM: One-to-one relationship
DM: Up-to-date materials and databases
DM: Testability
DM: Personal and tailored messages
DM: Measurability
DM: Action-oriented
DM: Long-term relationship
DM: Databases
DM: Short lead time
DM: Open communication channel
DM: Dialogue

Paper consumption
PAPER: Paper costs vs. total costs
PAPER: Amount of copies
PAPER: Amount of money
PAPER: Kind of paper
PAPER: DM channel/media using paper

INTER
24
GEO
$
SIZE
UPDATE
TARGET
AU VI
MULTI
RESPO

SERVE

SMALL
TAILOR
FAST
FILM
DISTRI
ONLINE
ONDEM
FLEX
VERSA
SLEAD

SERVE

INTER
RESPO
QUALI
COST
SME
INTR
SMALL
TARGET
1-TO-l
UPDATE
TEST
PERS / TAIL 
MEASU 
ACTION 
LT
DATAB
SLEAD
OPEN
DIAL

%
#

$
KIND
CHANNEL
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